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FOREWORD

This monograph is an account of one effort to convert an economic and

Wmate--thenonproduOtive timt of laid-off workers--into an

individual and community asset.

Irhe effort began as an Experimental, and Demonstration project funded

by the Employment and Training Admi tration. The project provided

training and stipends for laid-off, low-skilled workers in the

California canning industry which made trainees eligible for promotion

to jba, offering more pay per hour and more hours per year, and

substantially increasing earnings.

At the conclusion of the project, the employirs and the union agreed

to continue the training program a 'the employers' expense, and

incorporated the training into the collectiv bargaining agreement.

Subsequently, a class action suit filed against the companies and the

union, asserting that minority employees had been discriminated

against-by the institutional arrangements under which they worked, was

tried in the U.S. District Court.

The affected class (in terms of the suit) was preponderantly Spanish-

speaking women, some Spanish-speaking men, and some bltlicks and Chinese-

Americans who earned moderate wages with limited weeks of employment

and little opportunity for advancement.

Previous class action suits which alleged discrimination in the

telephone and steel ind.untries resulted in large cash awards assessed

against the employers to be paid to affected employees.

In this case, the U.S. District Court, in addition to awarding con-,

pensatory payments, specifically upheld the training program as an

efficacious response to the problem of prior institutionalized

discrimination. Thus, a new tool was added to those that can be used

to reduce discrimination in employment, that had its origin in the

4 Employment and Training Administration's Research and Development

program.

In time, the industry training, program concentrated on skill

instruction, while local public schools were persuaded to provide

basic education and literacy training.

Thus, an H&D riwn

and is ready for
efforts, or under

and modified, is in use in one industry,
uJe, either throUgh joint la or-management
ices of one or the other of these parties.

HOWARD _

Director
Office

BEN

earch

and Development



PREFACE

The idea of training workers when they laid off s0 that
they might return to work sooner or at better paying Sobs has
long been attractive. When the unemployment rate began to rise
i 1970, litter its nearly decade long decline, the Office of
Aesearch and D4velopment, employment and Training Admihistretion
U . Dspartnent "of Labor, funded en experimental and Demonetratioe

1 i5
y-off time training (LOTT) project in Antioch Pittsburg,

C lifOrnia. The area has small residential communities, but a
large industrial base and is located' about 45 miles fres' Oakland,

California. Antioch was the site of a prior project which had
successfully trained minority, disadvantaged youth to enter the
area's industrial plants and the community seemed a logical
Choice for the project. he industries were layin6 off workers,
including many of the for trainees, and it seemed intuitively
clear that more training would allow the.workers to return to
work in better paying jobs when employment began to ieeprove.

It developed that there were flaws in the logic, as well
as operational problems in the program, and the project was
not successful. But the original idea remained appealing And the
assessment report argued for a shift in the focus of the project
from training for the general labor market to training for a
specific industry. In particular, an industry such'as the
canning industry, with a seasonal pattern of layoff seemed
Appropriate. There had been it turned out, an earlier effort
by a cannery workers local union to participate in the first

LOTT program. The local leaders provided contacts that lead
to discussions with industry and union leaders. The parties
were receptive, in part because they were facing civil rights
litigation. Ultimately the companies and the union in the
Northern California canning industry agreed to participate,and
a three year program began. The canning industry project was
quite successful in meeting the project objectives and the
training program was eventually included in a court 'proved
Equal Employment Opportunity agreement.

TIis report presents the evaluation results from the
three years of experimentation together with a review of the

prededossor project. Depending on the reader's interest, the
report can be read at any of three levels. The final chapter
(V) summarizes the entire experience, the conclusions, the
impacts, and the role of training in affirmative action and
presents the major policy implications. For somewhat more depth
the conclusion sections of each chapter can be reviewed. Those
interested in the rich body of the research findings may read
the chronological develdpinent of the project as it is presented
in the main chapters.

vii
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TRAINING LAID OFF WORXIMS IN

AMTIOCa XND p1TTC.9V

The Fir IA_TT Daimon+st ation

In thip Spring of 1970, employmen
declined. Aerospace companies reduced pay
to national cute in spending and other employers
off workers as national economic policies sought
the rapid inflation of the peak Vietnam War perio
ntioch-Fittsburg industrial area, 30 minutes Zia
shared in this economic downturn, and the ti
Center (IMC) ,.serving the employers in the Area
disadvantage4 young people, began to find its too
returning for visits after being laid off: Bev
the last hired as the economy reached the lower
rate since World War II, they were, as the fo
American cities holds, the first fired.

1'0

sharpl
oppoone
an lay
counts
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M
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The laYoffs,posedboth a problem and'and an pportunity. The
policy problem was to deterMine whether the p riod of payoff
could be used in a constructive way. Hopef 4Iy the Worker
could either return to work earlier or at a Oigner level o
e mployment or with better prospects of adii nt. The
e xisting training center offered an opport it to use its
skills and good-will in a prOgram designed ,o xplore these
questions. The industrial Manpower Center 'was scheduled to be
Closed down, in any case, because-it was cempleting its second
year as a demonstration project under U.S./Department of Labor
(DOL) support, the usual limit on such p jecte, Converting
the center to a new concept seemep a logs al actionu especially
since, by the testimony of the local emp yers,cit had been
successful in its previous mission. DOL therefare contracted
for a demonstration layoff time training (LOTT) program, The
purpose was to examine the policy issues/ and if the idea of
training during layoff was found fuasib e, to study the
operational problems which would be enc untered if the idea
were to be used more broadly.

Although the return of former % C a udents provided some
impetus for developing the LOTT program, the primary objective
of the program when funded was to "nerve another group 04
workers. The image. was that there was a group of workers who
had been attadhed for several yeirs to a single industry and
perhaps to a single employer, but who were in deadended jobs
which subjected them to periodic layoffs. The assumption was
that during layoff these workers could be assisted in advancing
if they received remedial 'education (non-skills training) and
group counseling. It was also assumed that these workers would

1
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Indus

e of being recalled to y air

The program had a secondaryobjective= To ,serve laid
eorkers,who be4etiTait industry and employer Use and little
pact of recall to work. by their prior employers. This
p might.correepend more closelly to the former IMC trainees,

ut since-they were required to 1iave Oven laid off from work,
the piojeet focus would shift from its prior emphasis on those
who may never have :worked to those who were already in the
labor market.

4,
ihe'AntiochelDittsburg project had these essential elements:

The workers, had to have been laid off within the last
six months and be eligible for Unemployment Insurance
(VI) or a Manpower Development ehd Training Act (MDTA)
allowance.

Adult basic education in reading and math through the
high school level would be provided using programmed
texts developed by the contractor. A complete General
Education Development (GED) program would also be
offered leading to a high school equivalency certificate.

The academic courses would be supplemented by trainer-
leu group discussion and sensitivity sessions, often
volving industry and union representatives; These
ter sessions were known as Human Resource* Develop-

ment or HE'D training and along with the basic education
had been the core offering in the IMC program.

The plan was to supplement the core curriculum with
special training components, developed with the assi
tance of employers, to meet the special needs of
workers who were subject to recall to work.

the training was intended to be flexible, with ximum
participation ranging from 15 to 22 weeks.

A training stipend was provided ender the Manpower
Development and Training ACt (MA) for those who were
not receiving UI benefits and $ao per weak was paid
to UI claimants to cover meals and transportation
expenses.

The program intended to meet employer needs with a
special curriculum ciesighed to train workers in specific
subjects identified as needed by the employers.



am also intended to mesticommunIty need.
-d,that employers, unions, and community.
d institutions would respond favorably to th
prelim* hoseuse they would feel that it was
e needs of the community. . . /

The first Yea hesults

sults were disappointing. AsseSsment.hY
n- tractor found that the program was pursuing
se de: ves (serving laid off Workers who did not

expect to be recalled) and that the program had not attracted
the sUplOrt it needed (for referral of trainees) from employers
and the Unemployment Insurance Service. The assessment ale°,
found that over 56 per cent of the workers diaWing-,UnemployMient
Insurance stayed in the program less than 30 days, 1/4 to 1/3
bf the intended training time, and these were the trainees who
most nearly represented the primary target

Rather than attracting older workers who expected recall,
the program had attractedipredominantly younger workers, 1/3
of who had to be paid MOTA stipends because they had so little
work history as to beNAneligible for Ur payments. Nearly half
of the trainees came oft-the basis of referrals from former
IMC graduates or from the early LOTT program enrollees.
Obviously., this meant that the program was operating within
the basic dynamicp of the former project and had many of the
same kind.of trainees.

The failure of the progrim to attract employer and State
Unemployment Insurance Service support dramatized by he
fact that only five per cent of the trainees had been referred
by employers and only twelve per cent by the state agency.
These would have been the sources for the primary target
trainees.

A special panel establishdy UUL odthe heart of the
problem to be in the existing n.ority and related practices
common DI the area. Tbustl

Trejndustry in the Antioch-Pittsburg area is rather
highly unionized and has the promotional patterns and
seniority systems that generally exist in unionized
plants. This situation in itself seems to have led
bath employers any many employees to be skeptical about
the pertinence of the project's missiont many employers
were hesitant to cooperate or to become directly involved
far fear that to do so would imply to trainees something
of a commitment on their part to recall or promote them
outside the provisions of the collective bargaining

l4



ag ntp laid off union
_seemed to heave perceived their son
factor is their roCell or-p

often,thennot, were
aiming would he reWardin P
the &Commie downturn of the past two year
d employer interest in innovative

programs. y employers have even long-term
lay-off. This economic change mader'it icy.

diffi it, or prolonged the par it thole for'particia.
pants in the'program to gain placement in nevi or former
employment, hence making el. possible payoff from training
appear more remote to them.

The Second Year Results
_

Reflecting these ndings major modifications at sr staff
the second year wilt% aimed at shifting the project focu
ards the primary objective. These wares

E44t trainees to those who qualified for UI.
me%

Malyse employer problems in order to identify ways
in which the primary target group workers could be
attracted.

,or

Search for an opportunity
onion hal -Jocations.

plant or

Provi a deveiopment and placement service
the UI neficiaries would remain longer in
programs with more regular attendance.

- Establish a vocational counseling service to
those who needed to identify vocational goals.

Et

The second year's results were as disappointing as the
first year's, althoug4 from the vantage point of studying the
origthal: employment and training policy issue, some impOrtaAV,
lessons here learned. The first lesson is really an old one,
but one whith is hard %avoid having to relearn: There is an
inherent conflict between the needs of those who must operate

1The panel consisted of: Professor Sidney Gardner, Graduate
school of Business, Stanford university; Mr. Arthur W. Kirsch,

- E. F. Shelly and Company, Inc.; Mr. Karl Kunze, Lockheed
California Company; and Professor Fred H. Schmidt, Institute
of Industrial Relations, University of California at Los
Angles, panel chairman.



a program"and the needs of those who sponsor experimental and
demonstration projects. In the LOTT case, the issue was the
policy of only accepting UI beneficiaries as trainees. The
local director of the training program saw fairly.quickly that
too- few enrollees were coming under the policy, and as with
most operators, he needed students. 5o, the policy was
quietly rescinded. The action did demonstrate to DOL, as
sponsor of the project, that finding the primary target group
would continue to be difficult. But, of course, from an
experimental point-of-view the ideal would have been to leave
the policy in place even though inadequate numbers of trainees
came and to aggressively pursue an answer to the question why.

Fortunately, the project was presented with two very clear
cut opportunities to test the response to the program by
primary target group members. The first instance involved a
glass container manufacturing company, which informed the
project that it would be shutting down its plant for four or
five weeks in order to rebuild the furnacei. All but 30 per
cent of the 350 production workerd would be laid off. The
management agreed to co-sponsor a special LOTT program for
these workers. It provide&curriculum recommendations and
strongly urged workers'to participate through company bulletins
and posters and through notices included in each worker's
finer paycheck. Project staff interviewed employees on the
plant's premises, prior to shutdown, to determine the level
of the workers' interest. Conditions seemed ideal, and 50
per cent of,a sample of 65 workers expressed interest in
joining the program. But when the shutdown came, only four
persons enrolled.

When plant operations resumed a follow-up survey of 128
workers was conducted. Sixty-six per cent of the workers inter-
viewed chose to use their time for vacations or relaxation,
15 per cent did household chores and 10 per cent either worked
or looked for work. Only 11 (8.6 per cent) were unaware that
the program had been available to them.

A aotlip&, almost identical opportunity arose when the
Association-of Western Pulp and Paper Workers agreed to sponsor
their own -LOTT program in their union hall for temporarily laid
off members. The conditions were very good. The union
publicized the program widely, gave it full support as being
its own program and helped project staff contact 55-members on
temporary layoff. No one responded.

These two experiments were decisive. Clearly the primary
target group of workers were not interested in training for its
own sake while on layoff. Something more in the form of a
tangible return was required.



Project Assessment

For the present purpose, understanding the evaluation to
the final project, only the special study of employer_
made as a part of the project assessment is relevant.2

Four sectors (steel, chemicals, glass and paper) were
selected, reflecting the importance of manufacturing in the
area. Many of these companies had had contact with project
staff frequently. Therefore they were assumed to have a know-
ledge of LOTT and a sympathetic disposition toward the interviei

Eight companies were contacted and all cooperated. Each
employer was interviewed for one to two hours with much of the
interview content conforming to the analysis contained in the
Doeringer -Pore study so as to test their findings about
internal labor markets. Supplementary written materials such
as union contracts, training material and affirmative action
plans were collected for later study.

Simply stated, the interviews provided massive support of
the 'earlier findings. None of the companies could identify any
role for layoff time training within their operations, nor
could they visualize such a program having much appeal to their
workers. When pressed, three companies could recall one or
two cases where an individual's job performance was hampered
by educational deficiencies and conceded the LOTT training
might be useful to them. But for most people who reached a
dead-end at some stage for reasons of competence, the decision
was normally a joint one on the part of the company, union and
worker. The numbers, even so, were surprisingly small.

In all cases the employers had clearly defined entry points
and promotion ladders. The great volume of new hires was at the
labor or helper level and consisted of an undifferentiated
group. Movement out of these labor pools occurred as oppor-
tunities arose to bid on entering points of a ladder of progression.

2An
_
Expo _ment n Usin ay-off Time Cons atruct_lcr Improving

Wo rks Future d Advancement Potential. Second
e Rep on OC 82-34-
70-31-2. United States R & D Corporation, 15 Columbus Circle,
New York, New York 1002

3Peter B. Doeringer and Michael J. Fiore, Internal Labor Markets
& Msn wer Analysis (D.C. Beath and Company, Lexingebn, g'asdr.-
19'11
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There was great variation in these progression systems, even
within a given multi-plant company.

One example may suffice. One company was in the process of
closing some operations permanently at one plant. Management
had chosen a progression system linked to a sequence of machines
whereas other companies put similar machine lines into a single
ladder. The union had chosen some years ago to abolishsoutside
hires for the more skilled jobs at or near the top of these
ladders. The consequence of all this was that the company as
it closed down the plant could transfer the machinery to another
plant within commuting distance, but not the workers. The
workers there, in the same union but a different local, claimed
the new jobs as their own under the umbrella of the prohibition
against outside hiring.

,

None of the companies could identify any problems with
their existing systems for job training. All had some highly
skilled maintenance people and replacements were sought as
needed from a combination of outside hire and apprentice training.
Most training was of an understudy nature. The next person in
line by seniority for a given job normally had abundant oppor-
tunity to learn the job by performing it when the regular holder
was absent for vacation or for other reasons.

Some companies recognized turnover as a problem, although
replacements were not hard to find. It appears the labor pool
in some cases is a large fraction of the workforce and so turn-
over may be a function of limited promotional opportunity. Nd
one in these instances could find in training a basis for reducing
turnover and thereby recruitment and other costs.

As a part of the community leader interviews additional
employers familiar with the project were contacted. The
composite picture that emerged supported the view that the
previous IMC project appealed to employers as it met some real
needs. Many were trying to add minorities to the workforce.
IMC became a source that a mployer newly engaged in minority,
hiring could trust. The can ates were already pre-screened,
given remedial training so that hiring expectations would be
met and, in a sense, certified as not too militant. Finally
IMC fit the realities of the internal labor market practices
since it focused onlyfon the entry point at a time when employers
wanted to change the racial mix of their workforce. At the
-time of the field work, nearly three years after IMC's demise,
many employers recalled the earlier project with fondness and
expressed anger at its loss. None saw LOT as any_ thing but an
inexplicable replacement for the real thing.

7
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All this was a rerninuer that race nad been at the center
of manpower policy for a decade. Established ways of manpower
utilization have been modifies when an underlying racial cast
brought a manpower problem to the surface. What emerged from
this study of employers was that layoff time training would
become viable in employers' eyes only if discrimination aspects
of current manpower utilization made it relevant. The need to
upgrade past the entry point might be the stimulus. workers in
the system on layoff might emerge as a much sought after gaup.
Personal and employer interests could then coincide.

Conclusion mori

conclusion for the project's major objective was clear:

Non-skills training_ (basic education,_GED, and counseling)
will not be attractive_to laid oZi" workers who ex ect to
be recalled to work aril arm in industries which ave

The reasons for the conclus

a. The workers
advance through in

are:

ll learn the speci _

renal on-the-job tr
and knowledge

D. Changes and turnover in the workforce will be sufficiently
slow and predictable to permit training to occur as needed;

c. The jobs themselves will be relatively highly systematized
and controlled with relatively low levels of skill and expertise

-required.

d. The layoffs will probably be seen by the workers as
ndfalls to be enjoyed as vacation or used for personal concerns.

But what about LOTT? Did the first demonstration write- the
final word on layoff time training? Several clues were present
in the Antioch-Pittsburg project suggesting that another form
of LOTT might be effective. The clues were:

None of the plants involved had seasonal patterns of
layoff, but clearly there are highly/seasonal industries
and they would probably have unique problems.

According to the contractor, unions representing unskilled
workers were somewhat interested in LOTT, while their
counterparts for skilled workers were not.



- None of the plants had pressing affirmative action or
other manpower problems, but other industries did,

- Several seasonal cannery workers had come to the Antioch-
Pittsburg training mid had told the staff about special
employment problems experienced by women and minority
men in the canneries.

Drawing on these clues and knowledge which the assessment
subcontractor had about the canning industry, the project staff
interviewed cannery employer and union representatives and found
an immediate,.enthusiaatic response to the LOTT idea. Not
surprisingly, the canning industry and union were faced with
affirmative action litigation which might cost them several
million dollars unless they could advance women and minority
men more rapidly. Race-(and sex) was back in the picture as a
powerful motive force for manpower training.

The following chapter describes and analyzes the next step
in layoff time training experiments, an industry specific
approach for the Northern California Canning industry.

9



CHARTSR II

TRAINING LAID OFF CANNERY WORKERS:
THE FIRST YEAR

The First Year Training Program--_fob Advancement Training
(1972 -1953)

The canning industry met all the criteria which the training
contractor had identified as a necessary basis for a successful
program.

1. In its internal processes of job selection,
industry required workers to bT specificcal
qualified for each job in addition to havin
necessary seniority. On the better paying jobs,
workers must pass job trials which tested their
qualifications.

2 The collective argaining agreement, which _ruc-
tures the internal labor market, allowedloutside_i
hiring in all jobs If there were no qualified
high seniority workers, then the needed people
were hired from outside or junior people were
selected. There were almost no training programs
to help It &h seniority workers gain the skills to
advance.

A large number of high seniority workers were
apparently passed over for advancement because of
deficiencies which training in basic education,
literacy and work orientation-could correct. The
many Mexican-American and Chi6ese-American workers
who did not speak English werl.of especial concern.
Additionally, in the industry-tinion on-the-job
training program for mechanics and electricians,
over 50 per cent of the men who had applied had
failed the required written aptitude test. Some
plants had not been able to qualify a single worker
for the training.

Large numbers of the workers who were not being
advanced experienced regular, extended layoffs,
from which they were assured of recall, and during
which they could participate in the LOTT program.

Employer and union representatives said they would
strongly support the program and encourage their
workers to participate. Their support was based
on a perception that they had a manpower problem
of mutual concern involving the passed over workers

11



(advancing women and minorities) and that the
problem might be solved by the LOTT training.

The objective for the first year of the new industry-
acific demonstration, then, was to demonstrate that non-skills
training (basic education, literacy training and work orienta-
tion) could be useful when focused on a specific industry
(canning) Which met the criteria.

Though interested the parties were unwilling to proceed
ut continued Department of Labor financial support.
is on this and a related research component were finally

agreed to in a conference of the parties attended by the
Department of Labor project officer.

With a favorable foundation for the training effort, the
contractor began a planning effort with the employers and the
unions. Policy authority was vested in an employer-union Joint
.Committee for Cannery Training Program. Employer representatives
were sponsored by the employer organization, California
Processors, Inc., which negotiates a collective bargaining
agreepent every three years for 29 canning companies, together
operating 76 plants in Northern California. Union committee
members consisted of state officers and local union representa-
tives sponsored by the California State Counc1 of Cannery and
Food Processing Unions (International Brotherhood of Teamsters,
Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and Helpers).

Because the need to understand the workings of the internal
labor market had been a critical finding of the earlier project,
the contractor visited many plants, talking to plant managers,
first line supervisors, personnel officers and a couple hundred
cannery workers. The process for job bidding was examined as
were the structure and role of a large number of the cannery
jobs.

The field investigation was supplemented by a two-day
conference on the role of collective bargaining and industrial
unionism. Since the project was going to be a training inter-
vention into a single industry labor market, the DOL project
officer and the evaluation subcontractor advised that it was
essential that the training contractor and his staff understand
how the collective bargaining, grievance and arbitration
processes work. The critical issue was to determine. how one
trains workers to use the processes for advancement without
infringing on the prerogatives of the local union or the
employers, a most difficult task.

After the planning period, the Joint Committee and DOL
agreed on a program with the following features:



- Training would be provided in three sites' Sacramento,

Modesto, and Oakland. These areas together employ 43

per cent of all the cannery workers in the state at the
peak of the canning season (34,000 of 78,200). They
have an even larger share of the total cannery employ-
ment in that they engage 54 per cent of the "regular"
'cannery workers, those who work full-time or nearly
full -.time (more than 1400 hours per year)

A fourth training site was added during the year in
Hayward, a community about 20 miles south of Oakland.
Because Antioch was approximately the midpoint between
the dispersed sites, the central training headquarters
was maintained there.

- The courses would consist of basic education in
and math, and English as a Second Language (ESL
These courses would be supplemented with information
and group counseling to acquaint the workers with
employment opportunities and the processes of selection,

and to build their self-confidence. Although it was
expected that the basic education course would use the
programmed texts from the earlier projects, the plan

was to develop additional material focused on actual
plant work requirements and skills. The ESL course
would use a method known as Siuational Reinforcement
(SR) which would allow all of the work to focus on the
problems of communication in the plant enviconment.
The ESL and counseling would use role playing, video
taping and other techniques to aid the workers in
seeing and changing their attitudes and behavior
toward the processes of advancement.

reading

- Two main actions were takelt to build and maintain
union and employer support and involvement in the
program. One was to use the lo6alunion halls for
the training so that both workers and union officials
would see the program as their own. secondly,
"interpretation" of the collective bargaining contract
would be left in thelliands of the union officials and

the plant personnel Officers. If they had different
interpretations, the workers would have to work with
them about that, not the training- staff.

The program would be advertised extensively in the
plants during the 1972 canning season and training
would begin in late November.

o ere would be admitted to training on the basis of
seniority, the most senior first. The training would



be treated as a union benefit, meaning that workers
had a right to go to the training without making
prior commitments about whether they would bid for
higher paying jobs in the next season.

The trainees would be paid stipend payments of $2.50
to compensate them for travel, child care and other
expenses. The stipend payments would therefore not
interfere with the workers' receipt of Unemployment
Insurance payments during the off season.

In addition to the formal features of the program the
training contractor made an informal, but a quite real and
important commitment to treat the project as an experiment.
The earlier LOTT project had, in fact, suffered, because the
reel focus tended to be _on operations. The research component
was treated as an uncomfortable necessity and answering public
policy questions seemed clearly secondary to maintaining a
full classroom.

For this idemondtr tion the DOL project officer insisted
on a careful experimental evaluation design. The training
contractor met monthly, and in the planning period almost
weekly, with the research subcontractor to explore the implica-
tions of possible operational changes for answering the broader
question of whether LOTT training was appropriate in a seasonal
industry.

The First Year Results

The basic operational results were as pleasing as the
earlier LOTT experiment had been disappointing. This is not
to say that all was perfect or that the project impact was such
as-to solve the industry's affirmative action problem. But the
foundation objectives were mete Target group workers came to
training sessions, learning occurred as measured by pre and
post tests, there was widespread support and participation in
the program by union and employer representatives and at least
in the plants with larger numbers of trainees, there was a
noticeable increase in bidding for better paying jobs.

These results bear further examination.

Trainee Characteristics

The program attracted 1,000 applications, although if was
only possible to serve 409 workers. All of the trainees said
they planned to return to work in the canneries the next season
and they had, on the average, 10 years of seasonal seniority in
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plant work. Clearly, the program attracted people with a strong
industXy and employer attachment.

The trainees maintained their strong industry ties even
though 47 per cent of the men and 24 per cent of the women found
other work in the off season. Nearly half of the men (43 per cent)
and a third of the women (29 per cent) looked for off season work,
but were unable to find it. Off season work experience varied a
good deal by races 36 per cent of the Anglose 26 per cent of the
Blacks, 28 per cent of the Mexican-Americans and none of the
Chinese-Asaericans found off season employment.

Table 1 presents the off season activities of trainees.

Use of Lay-Off Time

d Work

gospitAl Work

Other Work

Looking for Work
but Unsuccessful

Housework

Attending School

Other Non -work

Table 1

OFF SEASON EXPERIENCE OF
FIRST YEAR CANNERY TRAINEES'

cent

4%

5%

15%

29%

46%

1%

1%

100%

Men Total
Per Per
cent cent

32% 7%

4%

15% 15%

43% 31%

4% 41%

1%

6% 1%

100% 100

Nearly half of the trainees were Mexican-Ame-icans (48 per
cent), but the proportion varied greatly between training sites.
Hayward had the high proportion, $1 per cent, and Oakland the
low, 19 per cent. Chinese-Americans made up 31 per cent of the
Sacramento trainees, but there were no Chinese-Americans in
either the Oakland or Modesto programs. These facts point to



portant early finding in the project: thhere were great
rencea in the training populations between the sites.

The differences between the training sites extended to age
and sex, and reflected basic differences in the area labor
markets. Modesto had significantly younger group, with
8eni6rity in the plant. Many more men came to the Modesto
training than elsewhere and there wap a majority of Mexican-
Americans, as well as a significant minority (22 per cent) who
were Anglo. Oakland had a predominantly black group (75 per
cent) and they were older and had more seniority than trainees
in other sites. Sacramento had a comparatively balanced group.

The following tables, 2, 3 and 4 present the race, sex and
characteristics of the trainees:

Table 2

RACE OF FIRST
Y :AR CANNERY TRAINEt,S

Training
Site Anglo Black

Mexican/
American-

Chinese/
'American "Other Total

Hayward

-

Number: 25 2 4 31
Per cent 81% 6% 13% 100%

Modesto
Nuhber: 28 2 96 3 12

Per cents 22% 2% 74% 2% 1(i0

Oakland
Number: 9 120 153
Per cent: 5% 75%

L
100%

Sacramento
Number: 3 46 28 2
Per cent: 52% 31%

Total
Number: 40 132 197 30 10 409
Per cent: 10% 32% 48% 7% 2% S00%
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Train_ g Site Neer
ber cent

16%

Women
NaZ"ni
ber cent

26 84%

1deetn 31 24% 90 76%

Oakland 7 4% 153 96%

Sacramento 7 8% 92 92%

Total 5D 12% 359 88%

Table 4

AGE OF FIRST
Y CANNERY TRA_

Modesto

Oakland

Sacramento

Total

AVerage

44

39

49

45

45

Total
uni-7157r

ber cent

31 100%

A29 100%

.160 100%

89 100

409 100%

Mirroring the skewed pay bracket distributions in the plants,
the women trainees on the average were in pay Bracket VI and the
men in Bracket III. Bracket I is the highest pay bracket. Few
of the women held jobs in the top thr brackets, but 54 per cent,
of the men trainees were in one of the buckets. Table 5 shows
the pay bracket distribution of the trainees.
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PAY
Bracket

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

Total

Tab ler

FAX BRACKETS OF
FIRST YEAR CANNERY TRAINE

Women
WF-
Vent

Men
\
Total

el
cent cent

-- 9%

5% 45%

25% 38%

18% 6%

16% 2%

7%

29%

100% 100%

_74

17%

14%

6%

25%

100%

A final characteristic of interest was that half of the
trainees had received their basic education in foreign countrie
45 per cent in Mexico and 5 per cent in other countries, primarily
China.

The Results of T-ainin-

The obvious differences in the trainee characteristics
carried with them some equally obvious differences in program
needs. For example, Chinese-Americans in Sacramento were all
women and nearly all of them registered in ESL. Sacramento
therefore required ESL responsive to both Chinese-American and
MOXiC4A-ISMAXiCall cultures while Mexican-Americana were the sole
ESL target group in Modesto and little ESL was needed in Oakland.
But, registration also produced a puzzling result' registration
in Modesto lagged well behind the other sites.

The puzzle in Modesto turned out to have a counterpart even
Oakland. The initial basic education course in Oakland
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attracted 20, very senior, Black women. Within a few weeks
trainee interest flagged, attendance declined and many dropped
out. Obviously, the women did not feel the training would help
them enough in-the plants or their personal lives to make the
effort worthwhile.

Along with the lack of interest in basic education, the
training staff also noticed a great deal of interest, and high
attendance, on the one day a week when the job, bidding system
and work rules information and group counseling were provided.
On the advice of the training contractor, the Joint Committee
decided thatthe basic education course was simply a failure
in Oakland, but that a new, separate course was needed devoted
exclusively to information and counseling related to employmeet
and advancoment. The new course was three weeks long and was
called Advancement Related Counseling (ARC). It was opened in
Modesto, as well as Oakland, and it seemed tp meet a need in
both places among workers, primarily women who did not need
basic education or ESL.

The emergence of ARC helped clarify some of the differences
in needs felt by the various ethnic groups. Blacks and Anglos
responded stfongly to ARC. In Oakland the attendance rate
averaged 9 per cent, contrasting sharply with the serious
attendance roblems experienced previously in Oakland's basic
education. he differences in the registration patterns is
presented in Table 6.

Table 6

FIRST YEAR COURSE
REGISTRATION BY ETHNIC GROUP

course -10 Black
Mexican/
American

Chinese/
American Other'Total

Advancement
Related
Counseling
Number 24 102 33 0 1 160
Per- cent 80% 77% 17% 0% 10% 39%

ESL /Basic
Education
Number 16 30 164 30 9 249
Per cent 40% 23% 83% 100% 90% 61%

TOtal
Number 40 132 197 30 10 409
Per cent 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
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emer ARC had another effect, it crystallised
a one of the _biggest ,barriers to the advance-

women Wow their lack of knowledge abOut the jobs, and
and4trocesses for advancement.' For example, testing

cated that only 13 per cent of the Men and 19 per Cent of
ainees knew about the adding:syltem, the formal

process applying for higher level posits. And many of
those who d know about bidding did not appear to understana
well how irgorked or how it affected them. The following
story, using a ft ional name illustrates a common trainee,
situations

Birtha Smith has worked in an Oakland tomato ianning
plant for 25 years, averaging about 3 months work
per year. Her job has always been to sort tomatoes
as they go by on a convey9r belt. To get to and go
home from her job she has always entered and left by
the same door, near the belts, in the 4 acre plant.
During work, she always stays at her station, except
to go to coffee and lunch in the cafeteria.

One of the signs on the bulletin ,board says
ROAMING IS PROHIBITEDfUo she hasn't gone into other
areas of the huge plant and doesn't even know about
most of the machines or the jobs involved in the
rest of the canning process. And, because she doesn't
know about the other jobs, she has never paid any
attention to the announcements on the bulletin bOard
about openings in better paying jobi for which she
might have bid. Her long seniority would easily
place her at. the head of the list for a great many
jobs which she could have learned easily. The tour
of the plant which she got as part of the training
program at the union hall was an eye opening
experience.

rn addition to providing information, the ARC course also
sought_to" deal with the timidity many of the women felt about
applying for better jobs. They were clearly hampered by strong
social norms which said that some jobs were women's workand
others men's work. Officially, in fact, up until'1967,there
had been two such lists and many of the attitudes were still
deeply ingrained, in the women as well as the men. The
attitudes were not limited to plant life, but for many of the
workers were strong fettures of their cultures outside the
plant. The story of another worker, again using a fictional
name, presents the problem in graphic terms.



Rosemary Peters and her husband had worked-iii
Sacramento canneries for about 18 yell:16 she hi
only held seasonal jobs while her haband has a
year round electrician's job, making him partof the

er* wog]; force.. The plant's personnel manager
pursuaded Rosemary to try the job Of lift-treok
driver which might give her nearly year round work.
She did well at the job for nearly a month, but
came into work one morning with a plaid, exhausted
1001soand said she wanted her old job back. Het
request upset the personnel manager because she was
one of his affirmative action success stories and
he asked her why. She explained that shi and her
husband had fought all might because he felt.she
was wrong in taking a job which-had always been
man's job. In his view she was depriving a min
work, preventing him from supporting his family.
She was left-with the choice, keep her lift-truck
job and lose her marriage, or go back to women's
work.

All of the training was accompanied by pre-training and
post-training tests to measure skill levels and the degree of
learning progress. In all courses, the trainees progressed
faster than would have been expected with average public school
instruction and so the training must he deemed successful in .

terms of the standardized academic measures. But, the test
scores pointed out paradoxes important to the program.

One paradox was that in basic education, the training
director found, "Although we taught and the students learned,
there was no direction". The fundamental problem with basic
education he felt was that we don't know where the instruction
is going" because it was the component where they were least
able to demonstrate a connection between training and future
chances of advancement. "There is no beginning and end to
the course= no standards for entry or exit." Although the
students progressed about one half a grade level (.48)
for each month of training, apace almost five times as fast
as would be expected in public school, there was no way within
the training itself to answer whether this better equipped
them for work in the canneries or not.

The training director did note that in the few instances
where trainees had specific job goals, they were able to provide
effective training. For example, several trainees wanted to
work in the laboratories which test samples of the products
being canned, but they did not have the necessary mathematical
skills. The project staff obtained lab tests and product scales
from the plaits and developed a specific math curriculum for
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the jobs,. The training director recommended that the basic
education Course only be.kept if it could be focused on such
specific job skills.

Another paradox 'pointed out by, the testing was the discovery
that the ESL trainees, who .recadvedno math instruction, never-
theless progressed by almost three quarters of a grade level in
math. The training director thought, that the result indicated
that the trainees were not remedial learners in the traditionil
academic subjects which they would have Studied in their native
country's schools. They began the training at second grade
bpeaking level (17), but at 'a fourth grade arithmetic level
(4.2). Trainipg in the English language appears to have
increased their ability to use other skills.

Third, tho,longer training periods did not produce common-
surately greater increases in learning. For ESL, the training
director recommended the course be limited to ten weeks.

Finally, the staff came to recognise that the best available
language tests did not measure the speaking skills being taught
in the ESL course. The research subcontractor's own educational
.consultant reviewed the tests used in the project and noted that
the projecewas destined to encounter a frustration experienced
by all ESL instructorsi there are no good tests available !for
their course's objectives.

The proceeding discussions establish that the basic
operational objectives were achieved. That is,- target group
trainees came to the classes, the classes were generally
responsive to trainee needs and learning occurred. It'is very
important, of course, that the training program hail to be very
flexible and-respond to different needs in the various locations
which emerged during the program. Thus, basic education in
Oaklandwas dropped entirely, the new Advancement Related
Counseling was offered in Oakland and in Modesto, and, using
the staff resources made available by the changes in Oakland,
a new combined Basic Education-ESL course Was opened in Hayward.
Finally, a follow-up ESL course using the project methods and
materials was established by the public School's Adult Education
program in Sacramento.

In our opinion, these developments do not indicate a failure
of the program to achieve its objectives. Rather, they point
to the most important lesson of the first year of cannery training:
even within a seemingly homogeneous industry sector (the Northern
California Canning Industry), there are such diverse needs that
a training program must be sufficiently flexible in its design
and operation to adapt to quite different demands which are like y
to arise during the course of the program. The corollary lesson
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iss there east be, good evaluation measures and process, which
will bring emergent needs and problems to attention.

Bidding

The next evalua -emotion was toldetermine- whether the
trainees took the nooses steps leading to advancement. The
outcoM expected was that the trainees would bid for higher
paying jOblimie'the next canning season.

Trailesv ollow-up interviews found that about 59 per cent
of the trainees bid for a job in the 1973 season. This was a
substantial increase in bidding by the trainees over the 1972
season when only 19 per cent even knew about the bidding system
AS fewer actually used it.

A
We do not have a direct bidding rate for those who did not

get training, as a basis for comParison. -However personnel
officers in the plants with the largest groups of trainees
reported an observable increase in bidding and they attributed
this increase largely to the effects of the training program.

The range of bidding between the trainee groups varied
markedly. Table 7 below presents the bidding rates for four
of.these groups drawn from the follow-up interviews. Altogether,
the four trainee groups surveyed represented 72 per cent of all
trainees, with the remaining trainees s attered among a number
of small ethnic-training course groups.

4
F

_

or further information on on the sample design, questionnaire
and survey results, see Trainee Interview Report dated June
25, 1974, Center for Applied Manpower Research, Berkeley,
CA 94707.
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Table 7

BIDDING RATES FOR FIRST
YEAR CANNERY TRAINEES

Tr Grow.
Did Not
Bid

Did
Bid

cent

Chinese-Amerie 83% 17%

Mexican-American ESL 50% 50%

MexicanAmerican
Basic Education 53% 47%

Black Women ARC 24% 76%

Weighted Average
Estimate for All
Trainees 41 59%

Bid an Job Bid on Job'
Not 'inquiring Requiring

670b Trial Trial
cent

11%

40%

37%

36%

29% 29%

The obvious differences are between the ethnic groups. The
17 per cent of Chinese- Americans who bid may represent an increase
over !hat would have been the case without the program, but not
a very substantial increase. Even this figure may be too high as
it appears some of the bids listed existing job and so were not
a bid for higher paying jobs. Hence the results appear to be
neglible _r this group.

Among all of the first year trainees, about half of those
who bid (29 per cent of all the trainees), bid for jobs below
Bracket IV which did not require job trials. The significance
of this is that the collective bargaining agreement signed at
the beginning of the 1973 canning season eliminated the three
lowestipaying brackets (VI, VII, and VIII), automatically moving
all of these.jobs into Pay Bracket V. As a result, half of the
trainees who bid, asked far jobs which would not provide pay
increases over what they could expect without bidding at all.
This in turn reduced the prospect that overall data on advance-
ment and income would show gains for the first year trainees as
compared to those who did not get training.

The main factor explaining the bidding pattern is probably
that much of the bidding.occurred before the new collective
bargaining agreement was signed on July 26, 1973, and certainly
before its new provisions could be effectively communicated to
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f
the seasonal rank and file rkers. A second factor is that
ac of the trainees simply ec dud that they wanted-to keep th
'job they already held and so they listed it on their bid, even
though there wap no need to bid for a job already held.

Advancement

Advancing to a better paying job was the primary objectiv
of the training program, although, in the canneries, there is an
intermediate step for many jobs, and that is obtaining and
passing a job trial. Altogether, 25 per cent of the first year
trainees got job trials and 21 per cent were ultimately
successful in holding jobs which required such trials. Table S
presents these results in more detail.

Trainee Group

Table 8

JOB TRIAL RATES FOR
FIRST YEAR CANNERY TRAINEES

Bid on Job Received Successful
Requiring Job in
Job Trial Trial Job Trial
ler cent Per-cent Per cent

Chinese - American 4% 4%

Mexican-American ESL 17% 13%

Mexican - American
Basic Education

Black Women ARC 36%

Weighted Average
Estimate for All
Trainees 29%

37% 32%

28% 24%

2L5% ti 21%

A useful indicator of program success is the pro ortion of
trainees who actually yot a job trial from among those who bid
for a ,Oot requiring such a trial. The earlier finding that only
half of the trainees whu bid, bid for a job requiring a job
trial, makes this indicator especially important. Of those who
bid for a job requiring one 44 per cent received a job trial.
Of those who got a job trial, 86 per cent passed. Altogether,
73 per cent were successful in passing a job trial of tnose who
originally bid on a job requirrng one.



The job trial data suggests three preliminary coSclnsionsi
(1) The Chinese4Wericane appear not to have advanced in the
plants at all, hence the training appears to have had no impact
On their.wOrk force status. (2) The per Cent of trainees Who
finally held jobs requiring job trials (21 per cent) is quite
low and means there was probably a small overall impact of the
program. (3) That 86 per cent of those who lot a job trial,
palmed, indicates a quite satisfactory'success rate for those
who reached the job trial stage.

These preliminary conclusions are confirmed by estimates
of advancement in pay brackets drawn from plant records on 69
per cent of the trainees. Overall, 30 per cent of the trainees
advanced one pay bracket or more. , This is a slightly more
favorable result than the indication that 21 per cent got and
passed job trials. The difference is'probably due to the fact
that plants in practice don't always require a job trial or it
is handled in such a low key fashion that the worker feels that
he or she has Simply been given the job without concern over
qualifications. There is also, undoUbtedly, some sampling
error.

As expected from the job trial data, none of the Chinese--
Americans advanced in pay bracket. Thirty-three per cent of
the Mexican-Americana and 31 per cent of all the other trainees
advanced one or more brackets. Your per cent of all trainees
advanced two brackets and 2 per cent advanced three brackets.

Table 9 belOw presents the bracket movement data fogy the
trainee segments. The most notable result is that 50 per cant
of the Mexican-Americans attending Advancement Related Counseling
(ABC) advanced one bracket. Almost that many in the "Other
Basic Education" category advanced one or more brackets.
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Table

BRACEET MovRmsgrs FOR
FIRST YEAR CANNERY TRAINEES

CbineS_-American ESL

Mexican American ESL

Total ESL

Chinese-American
Basic Education

Mexican-American
Basic Education

Other Basic Education

Total Basic Ed.

Mexican-American ARC

Other ARC

Total ARC

Weighted Avekage
Estimate for All
Trainess

been's/
in

Bracket
Per-cent

No Change
in One Two Three one Cr

Bracket B -115E84 'Brackete
M-7tn Frir der.

100%

cent cent cent

7% 63e- 24% 4% 20 30%

4% 74% 17% 3% 2% 22%

100%

5% 66% 19% 10% 29%

54% 38% 8% 4611

4% 64% 240 32%

74 43% 50% 50%

6% 70% 19% 1% 240

6% 66% 24% 1% 3% 20%

5% 65% 24% 4 2% 30%

From rior results, the Chinese-Americans are obviously
a group of special interest. Why didn't they advance at all?

In our follow-up interviews, we examined several issues
which were thought to have a bearing on the Chinese-American
response to training. The first question:is whether their goals
were consistent with those of the training program and the answer
is that they were not. One task for our follow-up interviewers
was to determine the job goals of the trainees. Because
assessing goals can be complicated, we instructed the inter-
viewers to ask the trainees directly about their goals, to
combine these answers with insights and information gained in



s to, related questions, and than to ra
whether they wanted year-round work,

al or to remain in their current seasonal
desire for year-round work or an improved seasonal jc
consistent with the training program goals while remainin
the current seasonal Job clearly is not. The results were
striking. Eighty-seven per cent of the Chinese-Americans wan ed
to remain in their current seasonal jobs compared to 29 per cent
of all the other trainees interviewed. Table 10 presents the job
goals of the trainee study groups.

Job Goal in Cannery

Table 10

JOB GOALS OP FIRST
YEAR,WNERY TRAINEES

Chin-Am MexAm Mex -Ani Black
ESL ESL BE AMC
(n23) (2=24) (11.19)' (nt25).

Year-round Job 17% 37% 40%

Setter Seasonal Job ,504 42% 284

Current Seasonal Job 874 331 -214 32%

Why then did the Chinese - American workers attend training?
The main answer seems to have been to collect the stipend pay-
ments, although they undoubtedly also enjoyed the association
with-Moir fellow workers during the off-season. Many events
during the training served to convince the training staff and
the evaluation subcontractor that the stipend payments were a
Critical factor in the decision, of the Chinese-Americans to
attend the training, but the events involVed in inaugurating a
public school ESL program in Sacramento seem the most persuasive.

The training contractor approached several communities
requesting that special ESL courses be established for cannery
workers using the project methods and Materials. The Sacramento
Unified School District agreed and started their program on
January 14, 1974. Since the school district staff lacked
contact with potential enrollees' they requested referral
assistance from the training center in Sacramento. The project
staff contacted about 15 workers who had expressed an interest
in enrolling in the center's _ESL- component. On the first day
scheduled for classes, only one woman showed up for the public
ESL course. Classes were postponed until January 21, 1974, a
week later. During this week, the staff at the Sacramento



project center cOntac lai f cannery workers (30 Chinese.-
Americans, 21 Mexican Leans and one other non-English
speaking worker). On January 21, eight individuals (7 Chineser
Americans and one Mexican-American) showed up, but they told the
instructor they might not continue since there was no stipend to
cower expenses incurred, such as, transportation and lunch costs.
On the second day of classes only thr.. individuals came and the
project training contractor convinced stipends were essential
requested permission from the Department of Labor for use of
stipends in the public ESL Rrogram.

Stipends were authoiised by Friday of the first week and
on Saturday the project staff once again notified the 60 workers
about the program and told them that stipends would no4611, peid4
On the following Mondny, 44 people attended class, on nesday
about 75 and on Wednesday about 110. By the end of the week
attendance was more than twice the number initially contacted,'
with no Sign of a let -up in the cOMift weeks. The vast
majority of those attending the publa ESL courses were Chinese-
Americans; of the 110 enrollees, only 4 or 5 were from other
ethnic groups. A member of the Chinese-American community
stated'that the information about the stipends had been spread
among cannery workers by the Chinese-American grapevine." The
turnout exceeded the funds available to provide stipends and so
nly the top 75 interns of seniority in the canneries were
vered, As a consequence only out six enrollees remained

in the program without stipends with 30 or more dropping out.
When stipends were discontin altogether in April of 1974,
attendance dropped to approx mately 20% of the original stipend-

.

supported enrollment.

As a comparison, a similar public school ESL program in San
Jose, with mostly Mexican-American enrollees, offered no stipend,
yet was able to attract cannery workers and retain them in the
program at acceptable attendance levels.

A number of cultural factors which we don't fully understand
were undoubtedly at work in shaping the Chinese-American response
to the training. One manifestation of this culture or at least
its economic practices appears to have had a special impact in
limiting the opportunities of the Chinese-Americans for advance-
ment in the canneries. This limiting factor is the unusually
extensive use of car pools. The following trainee story using
a fictional name is illustrative.

S. U. Wu was born and educated in Canton, China, and
came to Sacramento, California, with her family after
first entering Canada, migrating to San Francisco,
and then going into the Central Valley. During the
canning season, she and four other Chinese-American
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women hire a young Chinese man to drive then in a car
pool to a ,plant near Davis, about 14 miles away. Mrs.
WU wanted to advance to the higher paying job of can
al/ler-Operator, but Pose obs etarted and ended an
hour later than the sortie jobs the and her -dal 11001
friends-held so she remain e# in the lower paying job
since she would have to le Ore the car pool and
couldn't afford transportation by herself.

Because the training staff and persobnel officers in some
of the plants had brought the car pool phenomenon to our attention,
we collected data on the mode of travel to work in our follow-up
interviews. The results as presented in Tables 11 and 12 below
show the sbarp.differences-between-the Chinese- s and the

Most striking is that all but the
American a car pool and half of their car pooh involved
six or more people.

Tab

MODE OF TRAVEL TO WORM
FIRST YEAR CANNERY TRAINEES

Mode of Transportation

Chin-Am
ESL

(n r2.3)

Mex-Am
ESL

MOW*AM
BE

#1-XP

Black
ARC

(1r25).

Car Pool

.

96%

,4"24L

41% 21% 68%

Drives Self Only 29% 513._ 24%

Family Member Drives 4% 13% 11%

Bus 4% 5% 8%

Walks - 13% 5%



*MBAR IN CAR POOLS FOR
RST YEAR CANNERY TRI_XXS,

/

Four

Five

Six or Mo

Not in Cax Pool 4%

Am MexAm Slack
BZ AMC

in -24), ,(mm19),i jAm251

17% 32%

81

4
4%

8%

59%

The effect of the unique ineseAmerican car pool patterns
wwere emphasised by an interview finding, that 70 per cent of the
Chinese-Americans felt that if one of the car pool members got
a job which started and stopped an hour before or after their
fellow workers in the car pool then that worker would have to
drop out of the car pool.

Assessment

The question of whether the rogram increased the advance
ment rata of the trainees over the experience they would have-
had if there had been no program is the overall evaluation
Criterion. If there was any measurable impact at all we wanted
to be able to answer two questions: (1) Was the Impact suffi
cient to provide a positive social return or benefit, compared
to the cost? (2) Did the program make a significant contribution
to the affirmative action objectives?

To get data for this analysis we took two step,: First, a
control group was created matched to a stratified random sample
of the trainees. Second, the change in,parnings of the trainees
and the control group were compared between the year prior to
training (1972) and the year after training (1973).

The trainee and control groups were matched using the annual
seniority lists published by each canning plant. The lists
permitted us to match the trainees and the controls on four
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-Wellableek. Plant 100StionrAeniority level, ethnic group
(divided into Chinese, Spanish, and 'other' surname categories)
and sex After,the earnings data were obtained we also' con-
trolled for income'itselfp'elimlnating the few matched pairs
where-annual income in the pre-training year differed4Dy'$1.-,000
or, more. Appendix A presents more detail on the sample design
as Well as the statistical analysis.._

Net II the Training

It was important:to begin by asking whether 'there was any
impact at all from the program because it was the first year of
an experimental project. Some positive results, even though
modest, could be important in further experimentation with the
layoff time training concept. We begin then with a look at the
results of the earnings analysis.

The net increase in earnings of the trainees compared to
the control group was $102. From a 1972 base for both groups
of $1,531 the trainees went to $1,899 and the control group to
$1,797. In terms of statistical significance the differential
gain for the trainees could have occurred by chance alone about
one out of five times.

In most statistical analyses 'one would conclude there is
no statistically significant difference between the earnings
of the two groups. Hence it would be reasonable to agree the
program probably did not have a measurable impacte"-

However, a big but must be added, and that is; "but, the
$102 is important-in terms of cannery earnings.' Indeed it
represents a 5.7 per cent increase in pay over the controls.
Moreover, in terms important to
increase in earnings which would
.treinees advanced one pay breaks
although remaining in the season

e program, it equals the
ccur if abo t 2/3's-of the
beyond the obntral group,
worker ca ory. We know,

of course, that only about 30 per cent of the rainees actually
advanced one or more pay brackets so that the $102 net increase
in earnings must be attributed to a combination of more than
one bracket increalse and more hours worked by some of the
trainees in comparlson with the control group.

Our judgment is that the $102 increase in earnings is
significant interms of the substance of the program. Notwith-
standing the statistical qualifications, we conclude that the
program had an impact which, although small, was consistent
with its operational success and was sufficient to warrant the
continued development of the project.



As with the bidding and advancement results, there were
marked differences among the subgroups of trainees. First, the

who took training benefited more compared to their control
group than did the. women: the net increase for men was $198
compared to $89 for the women. It should be noted that women
inlboth the trainee and control groups advanced at a higher
.rate than the men., .The men in both groups continued to have
an absolute advantage in earnings over the women, but among
the control groups, the women closed the earning gap by $167.
This overall .enhancement of the women, partioularlxwin the
control group, may reflect the affirmative action efforts in
e plants to upgrade women. Table 13 compares the earnings
erience for trainee and control group men and women,

Table,13

OVERALL EARNINGS FOR FIRST YEAR
CANNERY TRAINEES VS. CONTROL GROUP

Total
Eartiings

Study Group- 1972

Total

Women

Men

Difference
between
Women and Men

Total Earnings Net Change
4973 1972 to 1973

Trainees Controls Trainees Coneto1s

$1,531 $1,899 $1,797 $368

1,450 1;825 1,736 375

2,110 2,427 2,229 317

660 602 493 58

The earnings analysis confirms our earlier f
the Chinese-Americans (see Table 14) except that
even appear to have lost ground_gpmpared to their
The net difference in earnings between the two gr

$266

286

119

167

Net
Difference
'72 to f

IP

$102

89

198

ndings about
he trainees
control group.
ups was -$47.

The Mexican-Americans faired the best with a net gain of
$156. The "other" category,'consisting of 73 per cent Black
workers, had a net gain of $81. As was the case with1/4the
analysis of gains of women vs. men, the "other" group started
well behind the Mexican and even the ChineseaAmerican workers
in pre-program earnings, but both the "other ". trainee and
control groups made greater gains. This result may be dUe,to
the fact'that 71 per cent of the "other" category consists of
workers from Oakland where the canning season is more s cialized
and shorter than in the CentralNalley, hence, one would expect



the base incomes to be lower. Additionally, our plant personnel
officer and union business agent interviews, to be reported in
a subsequent section, gave ut the impression that there was
more active bidding by all workers in the Oakland plants than
elsewhere. This may explain why both trainee and control groups
in the "other" category made relatively large gains, producing
a smaller overall net difference between the two. If our
supposition is correct that higher proportions of Workers bid in
Oakland, it suggests the possibility that the net effects of
the training may be relatively short lived, especially the
counseling and information about bidding and jobs.,

One of the personnel officers in Oakland did tell us about
seeing some of the trainees helping other workers to put in bids.
These "spillover" effects may have beenipicked up in our control
group matching procedure which involved picking the name of the
worker nearest on the seniority list who had not attended
training and who had the same surname category and sex.
Especially in Oakland, where about 60 per cent of the trainees
were between 46 and 55 years of age and had 21 years of seasonal
seniority or more, we undoubtedly selected many workers for
the control group who were old friends and working mates of
the trainees, with- whom the trainees would gladly share the
new knowledge. Such a selection procedure undoubtedly permitted
contamination of the results, but in the rough and tumble of
applied exper'mentation this is simply an occupational hazard.
Moreover, from neries' point of view, their purpose
in participating was not to engage in an experiment for the
sake of gathering research data, but to see if they could find
some ways to enhance the job role of women and minorities.

Table 44 below, presents the earnings experienced by
ethnic groups.

Table 14

EARNINGS OF ETHNIC GROUPS AMONG
FIRST YEAR CANNERY TRAINEES

Total Total Earnings Net Change
Earnings 1973 _1972 to 1973

Study Groups 1972 trainees Controls Trainee iOntrols

Mexican-Am. $1,689 $2,067 $1,911 " $378 $222

Chinese -Am. 1,709 1,797 1,844 88 135 47

Other 1,253 1,700 1,619 447 366 81
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The differences between the program segments or components
are fairly sizable. However the predominant racial groups and
geographical locations inherent in the components probably
explain much of the differences. For example, the Chinese-
Americans were mostly in ESL and in that component they
experienced a loss compared to their controls= of $38. The
Mexican-Americans in ESL had a net gain of%$61. Even so, the
ESL results remain well below the net gains for ARC ($104) and
basic education ($224). The basic education result comes as a
surprise because, as reported earlier, it was the. component
least focused on employment objectives.

The most impressive gain came to the Mexican-Americans who
attended the ARC course. They experienced a net gain of $414
over their control group. The 'others' who attended ARC had a
net gain of only $53. Underlying this result is the fact that
84 per cent of these trainees came from Oakland where the
control group experienced the greatest gain between 1972 and
1973 of any of the control group.

The ARC results add further weight to our theory that there
may have been substantial spillover' effects from the training in
Oakland. Eighty-four per cent of the "other" ARC trainees came
from Oakland and consisted of 107 trainees from 5 plants. By
contrast, half of the Mexican-American ARC trainees came from
Modesto where there were only 35 total trainees in ARC drawn from
about 12 plants, several of which are comparatively large, and
most have far younger work forces. The chances are that there
was far less possibility of contamination among the Mexican
American group by having the trainees share their knowledge
among, associates in the control group. We therefore conclude
that the Mexican-American ARC results are more nearly an
accurate reflection of the net impact of that component than
is the result for the other" category.

Table 15, on the next page, presents the earnings resu
training component and ethnic groups.
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Table 15

'EARNINGS WITHIN TRAINING COMPONENTS
FOR FIRST YEAR CANNERY TRAINEES

Total Total Earnings Net Change Net
Earnings 1973 1972 to 1973 _Difference

Et Groups 1972 Trainees-dont-v:4S _riineas Controls '72 to '73

ESL

ESL Mex-Am

ESL Ch-Am

Basic EduC,
,--

BE Mex-Am

BE ChpAm

BE Other

ARC Mex-Am

ARC Other

$1,729 $1,964 $1,936 $235 $207

1,762 2,069 2,008 307 246

1,663 1,754 1,788 91 125

1,657 2,084 1,888 427 231

1,591 2,023 1,822 432 231

2,122 2,180 2,316 58 194

1,696 2,188 1,937 492 241

1,242 1,695 1,591 453 349

1,619 2,151 1,737 532 118

179 1,619 1,566 440 387

$ 28

61

38

224

201

-136

104

414

53

Our general conclusion, already stated, is that the program
had a small but measurable impact overall. The secondary conclusions
are that the program had no impact at all on the Chinese-American
trainees in ways consistent with the goals of the project. Finally,
the most substantial benefit accrued to the Mexican-Americans who
participated in the ARC program.

Cost - Benefit Analysis

A standard measure of program effectiveness is the classic
cost-benefit ratio. This criterion approaches the problem from
the government's point of view and measures benefits in terms of
national economic accounting concepts. The primary benefit
measure is the net increase in earnings which is assumed to
measure the increase in productivity resulting from the program.
The underlying assumption is that those who would have gotten
the jobs which the trainees obtain soon find employment else-
where at the same or a higher wage rate. Hence, there is
assumed to be no displacement or loss in net productivity. We
will present the cost-benefit data in the classic framework
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and then will examine the special qualifications about using it
in the cannery affirmative action context.

The benefits are calculated by adding the cumulative net
increases in income which the trainees are expected to receive
over the years from the continuing effects of the training
program. This "stream of benefitsTM, as it is called, is
discounted to bring it to its current value so that it is
directly comparable to costs actually incurred.

In most manpower training cost-benefit studies, the period
over which benefits are expected to be received is assumed to be
a working life of 20 years. Our judgment, however, is that
conditions change so rapidly that the net effects are likely to
disappear more quickly. We think that this is especially likely
in the cannery situation. Al a result, we have adopted a 5 year
benefit,period for ESL and basic education programs. For ARC
we have adopted a 2 year benefit period on the grounds that
these benefits are likely to be especially transitory as the
firms encourage all of the workers to use the bidding system.
Indeed, one of the principal industry officials told us that
he expected training and information about jobs and bidding
would reach the saturation point in three or four years.

The other major ingredient is the discount rate which is
variously set between 6 per cent and about 18 per cent. We
have adopted a conservative 10 per cent rate which is close
to the government interest rates experienced during the project.

Table 16, on the following page, presents program costs
and benefits. We have excluded the results for the Chinese-
Americans because it is already clear that there was a loss on
the tralping investment as measured by increased income.
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Table 16

COST-BENEFIT RESULTS FOR
FIRST YEAR CANNERY TRAINEES

Program
Cost Per
Trainee

Benefit
Period

Discounted
Benefits

Ratio of
benefits
To Costs

ESL Maxie $983 5 yrs. $ 254 .26

Basic Education 983 5 yrs. 934 .95

Mexican-Am f
983 5 yrs. 838 .85

Other 983 5 yrs. 1,047 1.06

4

ARC 170 2 yrs. 199 1.17

Mexican -Am 170 2 yrs. 790 4.65

Other 170 2 yrs. 101 .59

The results appear to lead to these conclusions: (1) ESL
produced little benefit in relation to the cost. Even if more
liberal assumptions are used (6 per cent discount rate and 20
year benefit period) the benefit does not equal the cost. (2)

Basic education produced benefits approximately equal to the

costs. If any of the very conservative assumptions we made
are relaxed, basic education would produce a positive return
on the investment. For example, if we had used a 6 per cent
discount rate, the final basic education benefit/cost ratio
overall would have been 1.04. With a 6 per cent discount rate
and a 10 year benefit period, the benefit/cost ratio would have

been 1.81. (3) ARC produced a striking return for the Mexican-
American group and a positive return overall, even with the
verTiostrictive 2 year benefit period. The results for the
"Otr er,. group in ARC were not positive, but if we relaxed the
assumed benefit perf6d to 5 years, there would be a benefit/
cost ratio of 1.3.

The general conclusions following the cost -benefit analysis
would be that further investment in ESL, unless marked improve-
ments could be made, would not be justified. Basic education
indicated promising results and the ARC seems likely, especially
in certain areas, to be immensely productive, partly because
of its low cost.
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Cost-benefit analysis in the cannery project needs to be
qualified in several respects. First of all, we would
re-emphasize that the cost-benefit framework_as we have presented
it is primarily the government's criterion. Businesses, for
example, in their engineering and systems studies, measure
benefits as direct increases in production made possible by
the program incurring the cost. The government's concept of
benefit and business's concept do come together when the
government program relieves a direct production problem, such
as a critical skill shortage. But when workers enter an
industry,or advance within the industry without relieving any
direct production problem, then the industry is indifferent
since from their viewpoint, (and this is consistent with the
government's assumptions) they could have easily hired someone
else with the same skills at the same wage rate.

Even in the government's terms, the benefits measured as
increased income will be entirely offset by equal losses in

income by those who did not get the jobs when the advancement
occurs in a tightly closed internal labor market. As Doeringer
and Piore5 point out, advancement within an internal labor
market is a "zero-sum game."

In the canning industry, the internal labor, market was not
nearly as highly developed at the time of the first year of

training as in other industries such as those involved in the
LQTT project in the Antioch-Pittsburg area. In the canneries,
many workers are hired each season from the outside into jobs
at nearly all pay levels and at least some of the women and
minority men who advanced as a result of the training program
probably filled jobs which would have been filled by outside
workers. As a result, there were probably some productivity
gains as measured in national economic accounting, but they
were not large. It is important in the cannery case to note
that the problems of sex discrimination result precisely because
there.is open entry which routinely permits men to enter at the

higher paid jobs.

The final point is that the goal of the program krom the
industry and union point of view was not increased economic
efficiency, although this was clearly desired, but rather theme

goal was to equalize employment opportunities for women and

minority men, The intended benefit in these terms is greater
equity in work opportunities and income distribution. Our use
of net increase in income as a benefit is therefore a reasonably
good approximation of the increase in equity achieved as a
result of the program.

50p. Cit,
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Affirmative Action Gains

The final criterion which we will examine lies in the
question, did the program contribute to the industry and union
affirmative action objectives? Although the positive return
in portions of the training suggests that there were some gains
by women and minority men, they were obviously small, except
for Mexican-Americans in ARC. But the affirmative action
question really asks whether "sufficient" progress was made as
a result of the training to begin to alter the basic composition
of the work force, especially in the higher bracketed jobs.

There was no established measure of whether the program was
making a "sufficient" contribution, especially because the EEOC
deliberations which would eventually define adequate equal
employment progress had not progressed far. In the absence of
a clear guide, we decided that the proportion of women among new
"regular" workers - that is those who wo 1400 hours or more
per year - is a good indicator of affirma 've action progress.
If women are getting an adequate share of the regular positions,
then they are undoubtedly getting an adequate share of the
better paying seasonal jobs. And the reverse proposition
probably also holds true.

Our examination of the proportion of women among new regulars
in 22 of the large#t plants indicated that on the 1973 lists,
which covered the year before the program, women obtained 20 per
cent of the new regular jobs. This figure produces an estimate
that on the average 24 women made regular in these plants.
Although the decision is rather arbitrarywe_decided-that an
increase of 5 per cent in the proportion of women who made
regular would constitute a beginning, although very modest,
contribution toward affirmative action goals.

For the 16 plants which participated in the first year
cannery training program, the 5 per cent increase in the propor-
tion of women among new regulars would require that about 16
women trainees make regular, or, on the average, one per plant.
We examined our income analysis data, using a base income level
of $4,900 as an indication that a trainee had made regular.
None earned this amount of money, which was calculated by
multiplying the lowest wage times 1400 hours. Since we were
working with a sample of the trainees and a control group, it
is possible that there were a small number who made regular,
but who were not in the sample. Indeed, Ve know of one such
case. As a result, we conclude that not more than 2 or 3 of the
trainees made regular, and this is far below the 16 needed to
meet our affirmative action progress criteria.
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The overall conclusion about the impact of the first year
cannery training program in equalizing employment opportunities
for women is that it had little or no effitct.

loyer and Union Views

In the Winter of 1974 we interviewed 15 canning company
Industrial Relations Directors and plant Personnel Officers and
11 Teamster Cannery Council Secretary-Treasurers and Business
Agents to gain their perceptions of the program and its place
in the industry. The interviews were conducted well before
the client interview and earnings data were available. The
responses therefore represent impressions gained from observing
or participating in training activities and, for some of those
interviewed, also from being members of the program's joint
policy committee. Since the Joint Committee received regular
briefings from the training contractor, the views of those on
the committee undoubtedly in some degree also reflected the
information provided in those briefings.

Manpower Problema,

The Center's experience in assessing training program
has led us to expect that employers will assess a program in
terms of its impactooli their operational manpower problems.
If the program addresies production problems stemming, for
example, from a skill shortage, then they are likely to have
favorable views. Conversely, if the program does not address
an operational manpower problem, they are more likely to have
negative or indifferent views of the programs We therefore
opened our interviews by asking about manpower problems as the
company and union officials saw them.

Two problems were consigiNintly mentioned, neither of which
was the object of the first year layoff time training program.
The first problem, one seen as quite pressing in many plants,

lle

was filling semi-skille equipment operator jobs such as lift
truck driver and can 1_ a ling machine operator. Both jobs, and
a few more, were subject to high turnover and required more
training than could be provided easily on-the-job by first line
supervisors during the hectic pace of the canning season.

Prirof to the layoff time training experiment, there was
little Organized training in the industry, and plants were
having difficulty filling openings in the semi-skilled jobs.
With pressure being exerted on the industry and union to
advance women into higher paying jobs, including partidLlarly
the equipment operator jobs, the inadequacies of the customary
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informal on- the -job braining during the season had become quite
apparent to tho nterviewed.

The second manpower prdblem consistently mentioned was
difficulty in filling vacancies in skilled mechanical and
electrical jobs such as seamer mechanic. Part of the problem
stemmed from the restrictions imposed by the evolving
seniority system. The general rule adopted in the 1973 collec-
tive bargaining agreement was that a specialized worker, not
on the seniority list, could be hired during the canning season,
but that worker could not be kept on the payroll unless he
continued to work in his speciality. Because the work force
drops 60 to 80 per cent after the canning season is over and
the remaining workers often perform a variety of jobs outside
of their seasonal specialities, many specialists hired from
the outside were laid off like the other seasonal workers.

A related part of the problem of hiring skilled workers
during the season is that those who apply and are hired are
often poorly qualified; the better qualified workers go directly
to permanent jobs in other industries. Additionally, the noisy,
high pressure working conditions in the canneries, plus lower
wage levels than are paid for comparable skills in other
industries, especially in urban areas, contributed to recruiting
problems and high turnover in the skilled jobs. Although the
relative wages appear to have been rising/ in 1970 the canning
industry paid wages which were only 70 per !ent of the average
wage industry.

The industry had made one attempt prior to the experimental
project to provide an industry-wide approach to training to
meet its skilled worker needs. Since 1970 the labor-management
contract provided for on-the-job training of mechanics, but the
training provisions had not net the overall industry needs. A
few companies used the training provisions to meet at least a
portion of their skilled worker needs. Otiter companies had no
success at all with on-the-job skill training program, partly
because of the failure of their workers to pass the required
aptitude test. _One of the hopes expressed by many was that the
experimental prbject would assist these workers to pass the
aptitude test.

Expected Benef Trainin

The fundamental concern of the industry and union in
participating in the program was to increase opportunities for
women and minorities. Since 1971 pressure had increased for
the industry and union to rectify the imbalance of minority
men in the highest paying job brackets and for women in all
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of the job brackets above the very lowest. Indeed it had only
been since 1970 that dual pay and job structures for men and
women were eliminated. The industry and union hoped that the
experimental training program would satisfy the recommendation
by the State Fair Employment Practices Commission in March
1972 to develop "innovative approaches that will obtain parity
for minority employees throughout the total job structure.6

The primary benefit expected from the program was that it
would help facilitate the advancement of women and minority
group members and thereby mitigate the eventual costs of a
conciliation agreement between the industry and union and the
Federal Equal EmploymentNpportunities Cowmission (kEOC) in
response to several suits filed by minority groups.

While there was agreement among those interviewed that the
program was expected to help women and minorities, the fact that
it didn't deal directly with the skill training problems pro-
duced divided opinions about the merits of the program as it
operated in the first year. There were two main bodies of
thought about the program's value although the views of few
individuals fit entirely in one or another group.

One view was that equalizing opportunities for women, the
main affirmative/actiOn problem in the industry, could help
the manpower problems'facing the industry. The view was that
the women with extensive seasonal seniority represented a stable,
trainable work force which could move into thq semi-skilled and
eventually the skilled jobs and improve the overall quality of
the cannery work force. According to this view, getting the
women .to advance required an initial concentration on language
training,. -since many are Mexican-Americans with limited English
skills, and also training on the content of cannery jobs, the
work rules and the advancement procedures. The women were
viewed by many as lacking the self-confidence to use the know-
ledge which they possess and the training was therefore expected
to build their self-confidence and assertiveness. The training
program with its ESL and ARC components was seen as dealing
with the prerequ- tes for advancement.

The second view was that training, especially if it was to
involve industry-union negotiated funds, should concentrate
directly on the problems of filling vacancies in the semi-skilled

'California, Department of Industrial Relations, Fair Employment
Practices Comv,ission, March, 1972, p. 3.
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and skilled jobs. While acknowledging that many women do lack
language skills and the knowledge to use the system of bidding
for advancement, the view was that LSI, ought to be taught in
the public schools, not in the canneriesp.and training for
advancement should be limited to providing the information
necessary for those who already have the desire and self-
confidence to move up.

Impact Ex tal program

We judge that some of the differences among industry and
union observers about the value of the program as it operated
in the first year stemmed from the difficulty of-gauging the
impact of the program in the canneries during the 1973 canning
season. The program had served only about 400 workers from 15
canneries which had a total of between 12,000 and 15,000 workers
on seasonal seniority lists. In some plants as few as five to
ten workers were trained out of peak seasonal work forces
averaging 1,200 to 1,500 and it was therefore difficult to
judge the program's impact.

Many people we interviewed could point to individuals they
knew who took training and might, for example, have spoken to
them in English for the first time, or who might have gotten or
failed to get a better job. But in only two plants, both in
Oakland, were the number of workers in the training program
large enough (50 to 60 per plant) so that the impact of the
training was noticeable in the life of the plant.

The personnel managers in the two plants with relatively
large numbers of trainees saw several positive effects of the
training.

1. The classroom training gave the personnel managers
an opportunity to discuss and explain company
policies to a degree which had never before been
possible. These personnel managers, like those
from other plants and union officials, participated
in the training sessions. The participation took
the form of discussing work and advancement rules,
guidin4 plants tours and playing roles in mock
registration and bidding procedures. The result
for the plants, in the view of the personnel
managers, was improved working relationships between
the workers and the personnel officers.
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A second positive effect of the training in the
two plants was increased interest in the job
bidding process with ,the trainees using the
system more than other workers and encouraging
others to take advantage of the opportunities.
One of the personnel managers commented that
tnere were a sufficient number of trainees on
each of the three shifts to make a noticeable
difference in the level of interest in bidding
on every shift and also more general interest
in and awareness of other company policies.

Program Problems

he union and industry representatives were asked whether
they saw problems in the program. Those interviewed had
generally favorable views of the program, but did see problems.

Once concern, widely shared, was with the lack of service
for the most senior employees. Part of this problem was
inherent in the program in that it was designed only to serve
seasonal employees on layoff and therefore could not serve some
of the very senior year-round "regular" workers who had been
unable to advance: All of those we interviewed recognized these
limitations were built into the design of the LOTT experiment,
but many continued to hope that it would serve at least some of
these regular employees in the future.

A variation on this problem assessment was the view that
the program had taken a "shot-gun" approach, attracting low
seniority employees with little chance for promotion as well as
high seniority employees with good chances for promotion. Two
influential industry representatives felt that the second year
program should concentrate on recruiting high seniority workers.
Both said that they wanted the'program to have a high success
rate (measured by advancement) serving a smaller number of
workers rather than a low success rate serving a large nuMber
of workers.

Another variation on this problem which concerned several
of those we interviewed was the difficulty of attracting senior
men who were eligible for the program. The Mexican-American men
wino of special conaera. A number of those we nterviewed believed
too few had signed up and that too large a p_

explain
of these

had dropped out. Many ideas wer advanced explain low involve-
ment by Mexican-American men inc ding the-- dee of "Machismo"
which suggests the men were reluctitmt_to attend classes and
compete with women.
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Another hypothesis to explain 10W involvement by Mexican-
American men is that some of the Men who needed basic education
and English language training were afraid to sign up because
that would be an admission to the companies and their fellow
workers that they really couldn't speak English adequately or
handle mathematical or feeding problems. One personnel officer
said he knew Mexican-American men who felt lucky to have a job
and feared that they would be fired if the company knew about
their educational inadequacies.

The most troublesome problems for the program in the eyes-
of those we interviewed involved its position outside the formal
c llective argaining structure and the established grievance
p ocedures In the design of the program, the training

as a neutral third party was responsible for teaching
workers how to use the job advancement procedures agreed to by
the union and the industry through collective bargaining.
Understandably this role is difficult to fulfill and most
certainly may not always be so perceived by all parties. For
example, in one area union officials became upset when the
trainer, in their view, became a grievance advocate. Others
on the union side worried over the possibility the training
would be viewed as a benefit given by the employer. There was
some fear too that trainers might erode the identity of the
'workers and the union. On the company side there was the some-
times difficult discovery that interpretations of the contract
and practiced as described by a company official in class were
different from those experienced by workers from other companies
or even different plants of the same company. Yet these various
strains of the relationship never became serious enough to
threaten the program's continuance. This was true, in part,
because many recognized bidding was a new concept that came with
the 1970 Contract. Workers on the whole were barely conscious of
the existence when training started. Training was therefore seen
as a vehicle for making a new and to most seasonals, strange new
system work.

Conclusions from the First Year Cannery LOTT Program

The objective of the first year cannery layoff time training
program was to demonstrate that non-skills training (basic
education, ,literacy training and work orientation) could be
useful when focused on a specitic industry meeting the following
criteria:

Specific skill qualifications were _required for
advancement in addition to seniority.

- Hiring was permitted from outside the existing
work force at all wage levels.
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Large numbers of senior workers ware passed over for
a4vanceaent apparently because of problems which non-
skills training could rectify.

- Passed over workers experienced extended periods of
layoff, but were assured of recall to work 4nd the
layoff could be used for training purposes.

There was strong employer and union support for
program.

Two conclusions are appropirate under
first beings

cti

1. The pro4ect demonstrated that a non-skills LOTT
grogram could be o rated in in an-such as
aannin(whi4 met

The basis for the conclusion is:

a. More target group workers thu
applied for training.

were needed

b. Target group workers were encouraged to
participate by employers and the union.

Learning occurred at rates usually con-
sidered acceptable for such a program.

d. Bidding for higher level jobs increased
about 100 per cent beyond what would have
been expected in the absence.of the training.

e. A high proportion of those who bid for jobs
requiring jobs trials received them (84 per
cent) and an equally high proportion of
those who received a job trial passed (86
per cent).

.9.

Thirty per
one pay bra

of the trainees acv
or more.

The trainees income increased more than tha
of a matched control group. ($102 net inc
in income for the season equaling a 5.7 p
cent net gain.) Among trainee groups,
range extended from a small loss for Ch e-
Americans to a 24 per cent net increase
Mexican-Americans who participated in the
Advancement Related Counseling (ARC) course.
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The

list with treat-I-6nel
bike education
Lava to bet eriL,

public
+ainl.ng will

t setEine.

basis for this conclusion is=

Using conservative assumptions (5 year
'benefit period for ESLand basic education
and 2 years for Advancobent Related
Counseling, a 10 per cent discount rate,
and benefits measured solely a# increased
earnings), ESL returned only about one
quarter of the cost (benefit to cost ratio
of'.26), basic education approximately
broke even (benefit to cost ratio of .95)
and Advancement Related Counseling produced
a small, but meaningful, net gain (benefit
cost ratio of 1.17). If one assumes, as
we do, that the increase in income is a
reasonable measure of gain in the equity on
behalf of women and minority men, then only
the Advancement Related Counseling produced
a positive return on the investment toward
affirmative action objectives.

Using an alternative measure of progress toward
affirmative action objectives (five per cent
increase in the proportion of women who made
"reguliArm status), the project did not make a
mateilial contribution to the affirmative action
objectives.

Overall the first year of cannery training demonstrated that
layoff time could be used for training. As increasingly specific
needs of the industry were identified courses were modified to
meet these needs, including addition of the separate Advancement
Related Counseling.

Important lessons learned in the first year w



Even within single industry there mill be con-
siderable 0 ces in need's from area io.area
and Company tv company. Many of these stem from
differences in the surrounding labor market. A
program design should alibi' flexibility so 'adjust-
Bente to fit variations In needs can be made.-

It was possible to develop And maintain a reason-
able experimental design KC that effective eValua
Bien could be conducted., This Was possible even
'though the program underwent important changes
during the year of operation. Conducting the
experimental design evaluation was made pOiaible
by continuing dialogue and consultation between
the training contractor and the. evaluation
contractor.

Information and counseling emerged as a critical
program element in this project just as-it had in
the prior Antioch-Pittsburg project. In spite of
many years of work in the canning industry, many
trainees had only a rudimentary knowledge of the
jobs, the bidding and advancement proceisel, and
the work rules. Moreover, it became clear that
the affirmative action problem required changes
in some basic social and cultural norms; the women,
as much as the men, had to learn to accept new work
roles.

4. The project served as an affective catalyst for
development of training programs for cannery
workers in public school adult education programs.

A thirerparty can provide training which involves
the work rules in the two party labor-management
environment. Some stress is probably unavoidable
however.

Consensus the Second Year Program

In terms of the dynamics of program development it is
important to remember the industry and the union began with the
DOL model. Many were dubious from the beginning as to the
merits of non-skill training but went along since MIA was paying
the costs. By the time planning for the-second year was underway
there was more understanding of both the program design and the
specific needs of the parties.
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program,
1974,

was n_
was a con

orm view about the value of the
sus about the program elements for

o education as taught in 1973 was not needed'
St cannery*jobs and Sheeldbie eliminated
the program. Some,form of-basic education

Might be needed in conjunction:yith a skills
aining program, but in that event a program
ailored to the Specific need should be developed

at a later date.'

A program which would train workers on selected
pieces of cannery equipment where high turnover
and high training costs are experienced should
be instituted. Such a program, called Job
Proficiency Training.(JPT), was developed for the
1974 program involving-training in over on of
lift truck, can labeling lines, 'earners _d empty
can depalletisers.

A program should be designed to replace the
existing on-the-job training policy for mechanic
positions and provide some form of industry-wide
skills training.

While Englishas-a-Second Language would be a
part of the second year program, a concerted
effort should be made to encourage the public
schools to provide ESL for cannery workers.

,

Advancement Related Counseling should be con-
tinued as 4 majOr component of the 1974 program.

If LOTT is viewed as including non-skills training such
as basic education and ESL then it was not accepted by the
parties. The parties, particularly the industry, were too
impatille* for immediate results to wait for a possible long
term payoff from non-skills training. In fact to the extent
any of this continued it was only because the DOL remained as
a financial partner and its funds were used for,this purpose.
The workers, for their part, continued to participate in ESL s
and thereby expressed a belief in its value.



T ve Action

CHAPTER III

_D OFF CANNER wQ
HE SECOND YEA

Trainin

The pressures on the canning industry and union to solve
their affirmative action problems increased in the Spring of
1973. The California Fair Employment Practices Commission (PEPC)

conducted its second review of the minority employment situation
and additional suits were filed by minority organisations. Even
though the first year results had not been dramatic, the training
program offered a hopeful strategy to resolve the affirmative
action problems and minimise the potential costs to the union and
employers. To establish training as its primary equal employment
opportunity response, the California Processors, Inc., (CPI),
agreed in the 1973 Collective Bargaining Agreement to pay 10 per
hour for what came to be called the Alfirmative Action Cannery
Training Program. The agreement fytther stilted that the employer
contribution would be increased-to(30 per hour if the Federal
Equal iliployment Opportunities COMPieliOn (EEOC) would accept the
training program as full settlement of all existing and related
class action suits and complaints.

Neither the EEOC, nor the complaining parties, agreed to a
settlement at that point so the second year of training was planned
with an industry contributed budget of $250,000-$300,00O, or about
half the amount thought necessary to operate a minimally adequate
program. To fiwance the additional training, the Joint Committee
sought a matching grant from the Department of Labor, Office of
Research and Development. DOL agreed to provide the funds with
the understanding that it was making a one year contribution to
assist in the "transition" from an experimental and demonstration
project to a permanent industry supported program.

We have already described the consensus which developed for
the second year program. It is important to add that the consensu
coupled with the nature of the affirmative action pressures,
produced important changes in the program's objectives. Where
the first year objective had been to test whether a non-skills
LOTT program could be effectively operated, the second year
objective was unambiguous affirmative actions to improve the
employment statue, of women and minoritx Min. It seemed clear
that there was a strong congruence betwben meeting the affi ativa
action objective aria meeting the employment needs of the in try
in to semi-skilled and skilled jobs. As a result, the program
shifted from non-skills training to an emphasis on skills treinin

Th range in the overall objective implied changes in the
operati a 1 objectives s the program shifted from a pilot project
to a lar a scale operational program. The magnitude of the shift

0
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e d= tit the
d-an increase _

project trained-409 wear
served 1 429.

on 4f two cities ( tOCktOrl
15 plants to 52. Also, where

__, the second yeaX progra0 eVeAtu

TheJleart of the second yeer program new c
ed Job Proficiency Training (JPT) 'designed for sue- skilled
. The jobs were-selected after a plant by plant sorlsey by
training contractor to identify those jobs where substantial
over existed and the tasks were sufficiently complex to

warrant training., Implicit ip the selectibn was the criteria that
they should offer substantial promotional opportunities for women.
The jobs selected were operating theoasing machine, de-Palletirer
seamier, label machine and lift truck.

JPT training was not expected to produce qualified' works
All trainees, consistent with contract conditions'and local p_
practices, would have to pass a job trial to fully qualify for
the jobs. There were no uniform policies within the industry
about whethervor how, the training was to be considered by the
plants in the process of selebtion fo0 job trials.-

To make the JET training as relevant as possible,
offered in most cases in the workers own plants.

Finally JPT was constrained to those jobs which could be
performed during the off-season. The advantage of this is that
by definitioOthese jobs are the most likely to offer year around
work and create a maximum opportunity Or the women in gaining
"regular" worker status. Except for,the seamer, which seals
lids on the cans, the jobs are all found in the warehouses which
typically operate year around.

The disadvantage of training only for year around-jo s is
that the women would not be introduced to the many strictly
seasonal jobs in the higher paprackets. These seasonal jobs,
in fact, posed a dilemma becau e as already pointed out in the
discussion of the industry manpower problems it is difficult to
train in the canneries during the rush and piessure of the
canning season. Moreover there is a clear preference by some
women for seasonal work. The effect of both factors, then, was
to reduce the prospects for parity.

Following are the other -in elements the second year
prograini

- Each of the '52 canning plants in and around the cities
of Sactaluentof Stockton, Modesto, San Jose, Hayward
and Oakland were offered a proportional share of the
training slots according to plant size.



g Were held wi bb spy 0
or wry OMplOyees. _cries were
-do and in soars Oases encouraged, to

apply for training and subsequently to bid for
-bar paying

keeping with the evolving seniority system in
the canning industry, the most senior workers were
given Priority for the training oppOrtunities.

A stipend of $2.50` Was paid to cover training related
expanses such as transportation and baby-sitting.

criteria were iagosed to limit participetiOn
except relative seniority. Hance workers could go
or not go to training for whatever reasons might
motivate them. They Were not, for example, required
to bid in advance for the jobs for which they were
to be trained.

The Second Yea- Job A

Several considerations shaped the evaluation research for,
second Year cannery program. The most important of these is'

the fact'that the program shifted from being an experimental
project into being a large scale- operational progrea Experimental
design evaluation which had been possible in-the first year was
not in the second. Fox example, the interviews by Plant personnel
managers served to divide seasonal worker. into two distinct
groups: those who decided they wanted the training and those
who decided they didn't want it. Comparing results between the
two is, of course, inappropriate.

Given the absence of an experimental design, the evaluation
research could only use performance.indicators and compare these
between the programs and between the trainee's experience before
and after training.

A second factor Witch shaped the evaluation research was
a preliminary finding by the training contractor that only 53 per
cent of the JPT_participants bid for one of the jobs for which
.they were trained. Because the employers and the union were
counting heavily on the training, especially the .APT program, to
resolve their affirmative action problems, this preliminary finding
was distressing. They therefore asked for a shift in the research
from the planned second round of in-plant interviews and analysis
of data from plant records to a set of follow-up interviews with
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the trainees. Their
did not bid for jobs

or gees_ on was; "why a higher
which they we're trained-6

With this assignment from the Joint Committee, the Center
for Applied Manpower Research (CAMR) developed two surveys. For
the kIPT component, CAMI designed A follow -up personal interview
survf with a sample of 400 trainees of the ,approxiiately 75D
ilvertipipants. Since funds were limited, CAMR then designed a
simpler plant record'follow-up.for the ESL and ARC trainees.
a cOnsegue we gained much more detailed data on the JPT
program the other two.

We therefore believe it more effective to present the JPT
results first and then the ESL-ARC results in a separate section.
Because the preliminary data suggested there was a great octal of
vexiation in bidding rates between plants, we structured the
sample so that it would give a gOod rep_resentation both of
plants where more bidding ocdUrrad and where less bidding occurred.
We were able to complete interviews with 327 of the trainees,
82 per cent of the sample, and 44 per cent of all who went through
JFT.

The survey questionnaire was designed to acconplish several
things .

We sought through it to clarify the bidding experience
and understand what influenced bidding decisions. If
trainees did-not bid, why not? Was the company helpful
in the bidding process? Were the trainees discouraged
by anyone from bidding?

- Because job trials are the really critical test (or
the trainees we asked them about the experience. What
were the attitudes of the foreman or supervisor and
fellow workers? Were they helpful, or did they hinder
the trainee in keeping the job? How helpful was the
training in passing the job trial?

In the following material from the survey all percentage
estimates are projected for the entire training group based upon
the experience of the 44 per cent of the trainees we interviewed.
The material is organized into sections on bidding, job trials
and bracket movements.
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Bidding

rn have included our analyses of bidding only those cases
where the job being sought as a Bracket IV or higher bracket job
for which*a job trial is normally required. Those who said they
bid for a Bracket V job such as *the belts* which happened on a
few occesions,:wre not included. AlsO, we did not Went
bents on the jobs they said they had bid on.

Altogether 83 per cent of the tretnees bid for *Aft which
normally requires a job trial. In those plants which have open
assignment on Bracket IV jobs, some of the trainee' obtained
those jobs without having bid. The 83,per cent estimate is
therefore a reasonable estimate, And is slightly on, the conserva

tive side.

Also we identified those bids which were for jobs for which

the Person had received training in JPT. Fifty-seven per cent of
the total trainees bid for at least one job for which they had

Amgen trained. Twenty-six per cent of the trainees bid for jobs
which were outside their training experience.

Table 17 below, summarizes the overall bidding exp -Lance.

Table 17

PERCENTAGE OF JPT TRAINEES
BIDDING AND NOT BIDDING

r.

Yes, Did No, Did
Bid NOT Bid

Categprx Percent Percent Total

Bid for a Bracket IV or
higher bracket job 83% 17% 0 100%

Bid for at least one job
for which the persod was
trained in JPT 571 43% 100%

Bid for a Bracket IV or
higher bracket job other
than a job for which the
person was trained in JPT 26%
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These results were more encouraging than the preliminary
ng by.the training contractor and thfroverall rate seems

Tette satisfactork: But in terms of effiftency, bidding on
for which one is trained, the p7 per cent rate is still low an
was viewed,as such by industryP.and union representatives.

The preliinary data on bidding for JPT jobs indicated that
there was a great deal of variability from plant to plaint.
Because such a high overall avarag bidding rate was found in
the survey (83 per cent), the plant rates are heavily weighted
toward 80 to 100 per cent, although lone plant had a bidding rate
of 51 par cent. Table 18, below, presents the percentage distri-
but of bidding rates for the plants with the larger number of
parts. ipants.

Tethle Lb

PERCENTAGE OF JPT TRAINEES
BIDDING FOR A JOB REQUIRING
A JOB TRIAL IN THE PLANTS
WITH THE MOST PARTICIPANTS*

Percent of JPT
Trainees Bidding

. Nader Per cent
for Job gequiring of 4 r of

a Job Trial ' P ants---- Plants

0 10%

11 20%.

21 - 30%

31 - 40%

41 50%

51 60%

61 - 70%

71'

81 - 90%

91 - 100%

T-

o-

1

2

7

22

56

0

0

0

4,5%

9.1%

18.2%

36.4%

31.8%

100.0%



Footn te:
.

e purpose of this table and the Sequent plant
t analyses we restricted the count to those
which had 10 or more JPT trainee' we

nterviewed at least 6. s restriction mift4r4Ses.
sampling error by insuring that we had interviewed at
least half the trainees in the plants with the fewest
participants.

The most important result from asking why people. did not bid
for jobs for which they were trained was the finding that there
wire more than 16discretely different explanations. Table 19
on .the following page presents the responses. Only one repponse
was offered by more than 10 per cent of the trainees, that'beimg
theft just did not like the job (19 per cent). The jobs moat
frekluently cited were in this order, forklift, label machine and
osier. The wide number of answers made it difficult to pinpoint
a simple solution to improving the program's efficiency in terms
of trainees bidding for the job for which they were trained.
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Table 19

REASONS JP TRAINEES GAVE FOR
NOT BIDDING ON JOBS'. FOR WHICH

THEY RECEIVED TRAINING

Reasons Given for Not
Bidding on-JPT Jobe,

Just did not like the job. For example,
too scary, too messy, too much respon
sibility, Or too heavy

Felt did not-have,enough seniority to bid

Did not get or finish the training. For
example, called back to plant, got sick,
or lost interest and dropped out

4. NOt physically able to do the job due, for
example, to illness, injury or 'overweight

Job for which trained was in the same or
lower bracket as Current job

6. Not enought training or experience for the job

7. Got other opportunity at Bracket III or
higher job

8. No bid is required for the job in plant

Job might -ad-to year-round work, which I
don't want

10. Felt the job was a man's job

11. Feared loss of opportunities in currant job
if tookanother job

12. No job opportunities war p d in tho jObl,

13. Was afraid of the supervisor or foreman

14. Did not feel secure, confident or capable o
doing the job

150 Didjtot understand that I could or should bid
for the job

16. Miscellaneous other responses, including no
response

mat
g the

Realm

19%

9%.

9%

8%

7%

5%

5%

4%

4%

3%

3%

2%

7%



P
plant practices might k eines.

what the company did.to help bidding. Did the cOmpany

provide information about the
t

and what kind? Did a.

',company person help the trainees diicide whether-to bid'and what to

bid on? Did they explain bidding procedures? Did. they do other

things to help? ;eased upon_ the spontaneous vs. orgies by the

4
-4trainees, the interviewers than helped the per on to indleate

personal feeling about the' company's attitude toward bidding.
These company attitudes as seen by the trains: were marked in

one of the four .categories !shown in-Table 20 on the following page.

The categories were designed as a gFaduated scale from 44 .attitude
which strongly encourage the. parson' to bid to a negative attitude
which made it difficult to bid.

As Table 20 shows, there were o a inctli different

groupihgs. Considering the top two responses as favorable, 66

per cent of the trainees felt that their plants were helpful in

the-bidding process. Only 11 per cent gave the clearly negative

response.

The major theory we were testing was that the plant attitude

would determine whether people .would bid or not. The distributions

in the two columns covering those who dial _not bid and those who

did bid make clear that the compar4y a4I1udwas seen by the
traineea.had no signilicantatifbcts on bidding.



T_
TRAINEES' PR CEPTION OF

THEIR COMPANY'S ATTITUDE
TOWARD _BIDDING

.Per
Per cent Bid an Job

Trainee/I' Who Did Requiring A Total
PercePtioS , Not Bid J50:Trial Trainees

They seemed to wan
to bid and were very
helpful in explaining
the{ bidding process and
the jobs. 39% 36%

They gave me information
about bidding and the
jam, but left it up to
me whether to bid or not.
They didn't encourage me
to bid. 26% 30%

They let people bid, but
were not helpful in
explaining the bidding or
the lobs. 27%

It was hard to bid and
they did not seem to care
Whether I bid or not. S%

100%

22% 23%

12% 11%

100% 100%

A second theory about bidding which we studied was whether
are special sources of discouragement which kept workers
dding.' We had been told that family members kept women

from tiding, or that fellow workers tended to hold one anothei
-back. We therefore asked the trainees whether they were discouraged
in any way be anyone about bidding. The results, as shown in
Table 21, are that 25 per cent of the trainees ran into someone
trying to discourage them from bidding. Fellow workers, and
these are mostly men, plus the personnel officOand foremen or
supervisors, were cited by the trainees as attempting to discourage
the,. Family members were not mentioned at all.



The moat ant point u -_the sources- of diecouregemen
rer, is that had no significant effect on bidding. If the

didn't bid, it was for some of.the Other reaeona cited
. .

Table 21

TR1INEBS BIDDING BEHAVIOR
RELATED TO WHETHER ANYONE
ATTEMPTED TO DISCOURAGE

THEM FROM BIDDING'

Source of Any Per cent
DiiCourageWent t Who Did
About_11Addin liWCE1id

Fellow workers

Personnel Office

Foreman or Supervisor

family members

Others

V.W6
Bid on Job
Requiring A- k

Job Trial Trainees

80, 7% 7%

3% 8% 7%

10% 7% 8%

0 0 0

2% 3% 3%

Not discouraged by anyone 7

1001

T75%

100% 100%

__7511

The major evaluative question is whether the JPT
produced an increase in bidding. Forty-threp per ceri
trainees had bid in 1973 and, as reported earlier, 83 per
the trainees bid in 1974. 0

The finding that the prbportiOn of JPT trainees who bid
nearly doubled from the season before training to the season A
training sugge is the program had a substantial impact. But aiiIthere was no ntrol group it does not entirely answer the question
about how mu of the effect is due to the program. .Stated
differently, we don't know how Many more of these people would have
bid in 1974 compared with 1973 if there were no program.

To gain more perspective on the effects of the program
differences in bidding rates between those who had JPT training
only and those who had also gone through the ARC course were
studied. That there might be an interaction between the two
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courses was first Suggested by a JPT instructor who pointed out
to us that it helped the JPT training if the workers had first
gone through ARC training. For those who had not gone through
ARC, the instructor found it sometimes necessary to use some
of the JPT training time to familiarize the person with the plant
operations, the role of the job they were to be trained for and
the bidding process. This ana other comments lead us to test
the survey results to see whether those who.had ARC training in
addition to JPT had different experiences.

There is a modest, but statistically significant, difference
between the experiences of one group who did not bid in 1973 and
then attended only JPT training and another group who also did
not bid in 1973, but then attended both ARC and JPT. Overall,
seven per cent more of those with both ARC'and JPT bid in 1974
than did those who went only to JPT. Table 22 below summarizes
these differences.

Training
Component

Attended JP1
training only

Attended both
JPT and ARC
training

Table 23
oup.

both programs in 1974. This group experienced a
--ease in the per cent bidding (52 per cent). Both

same in the 1974 bidding,

Table 22

RIDDING EXPERIENCE OF TRAINEES
WHO DID NOT BID IN 1973 ND THEN

ATTENDED JPT OR COMBINED JPT AND ARC

id NOT Bid in 1973
ad Hi
in 1974 d in q.974 Total

76% 24% 100%

83% 17% 100%

on the following page, provides data for the
It shows that the non-bidders in 1973 were more



Training
Component

JPT training
only

JPT training
and ARC train.-
ing combined

Table 23

COMPARISON OF BIDOING bERAAVIOR
FOR JPT TRAINEES bSTWLLN 1973

AND 1974 SEASONS

xr .

Per cent Per dent Per cent Increase
Who BiAl # Who Bid in Bidding
in 1973 in 1974 1973 to 1974

50%

Jobs Trials

52%

The most distressing finding of the survey was that only about
half (52 per cent) of those who bid for a job got a job trial.
The proportion of those bidding on a job for which they were
trained and then got a job trial is even lower (46 per cent).

These results were counterbalanced somehat by the finding
that 82 per cent of those who got job trials passed them. The
cumulative effect, however, was that only about a third (35 per
cent) of the total JPT trainee group succtosfully went through
the bidding and job trial processes. oral" about'one fifth (21 per
cent) successfully went through the ridding and job trial processes
on the specific jobs for which they dere trained.

Table 24 summarizes the bidding .nd job trial results.



Outcomes

Bid

Bid and got job trial

Passed job trial

Table 24

PT TRAINEES JOB
TRIAL OUTCOMES

per f To T Train

Any Bracket
IV or Higher
Bracket Job

83%

43%

35%

Job for Which
Person was
Trained

57%

26%

21%

In terms t trairhg.- efficiency\ pet cent who finally
obtained jo Wich they were train is the most critical
finding -.The of 35 per cent who obtained some Bracket IVor higer jo ray 'be a better indicator of overall program impact,
btit- it' t rather low, The fact'that 82 per cent of the
traineaarvid their job trials suggests that the main problem
wasp4A-in, tne trainees' ability to do the jobs once they got a
chanCes .he biggest problem obviously lay in the finding that
only about half of those who bid were given a job trial, Why
was this sot

We have two lements of data out of the survey which offer
some insight about the low job trial rates. A distribution of
the larger plants by the percentage of their trainees who got
job trials presented in Table 25, shows a wide spread with the
bottom four plants giving jab trials to an average of only416 per
cent of those who bid. In contrast, te top four plants gave job
trials to 84 per cent of those who bid.



able 25

PERCENTAGE OF JPT TRAINEES
WHO BID AND WHO ALSO
RECEIVED A JOB TRIAL*

r cent of Those
Who Bid Who Also

Received a Job Trial

Number
of

Plants

0 - 20% 4

21 - 40% 5

41 - 60% 5

4%61 - 80% 6

81 - 100% 2

Total

Footnotes

22

Per cent
of

Plants__

18%

*For the purposes of is and comparable tables we
restricted the count to those plants which had 10 or
more JP? trainees, of whom we interviewed at least 6.
This restriction minimizes the sampling error by
insuring t we had interviewed at least half the

trainees the plants with the fewest participants.

It is clear from the distribution that plant conditions or
characteristics were major factors in determining how many'
trainees got job trials. Some may be economic factors such as
the rate of growth in jobs and the rate of turnover in the work

force. Others may be the policies and attitudes related to the
affirmative action effort. For example, some plants encouraged
and facilitated the advancement of worssseand others did not.

The other element of `data from the survey offers some further
persctive about the possible impact of esl MI -'arS4 organitational

factcrs. This element is the responses o he trainees to the
question, "Why do you think that yow did no get the job you bid

on?* The answers obviously reflect an often subjective view from
the trainees' perspective and we do not have a counterbalancing
view from the plant decision-makers view. Viewed with that
qualification, the responses in Table 26 give some suggestiVe ideas.
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Table 26

TRAINEES' PERCEPTIONS ABOUT
WHY TREY DID NOT GET THE
JOBS FOR WHICH THEY BID

Trainee Statements

No openings

Not enough seniority
ffi

Discrimination against
for a lower bracketed person

them or favoritism

Don't know

Preferred current job, refused job or
refused "I b trial

Got or already had a higher bracketed job

Did not have enough experience

Not physically able to do the job

Failed job trial

Miscellaneous other reasons, n u ng no
response

Per cent Making
the Statement

21%

19%

We see two important suggestions for
tions in the job trial rate in the ilove'table.\._
the first two responses together, - "no openings'
seniority," they account for 40 per cent of the
These two responses suggest to us that job grow
are probably significant factors.

12%

12%

10%

8%

100%

the varia-
one.looks at
"not enough
ee ideas.
d turnover

The second possibility is the extent of discrimina
favoritism prevalent in the plant. The interviews give
impression that these factors may be more prevalent, in some
plants than in others.

ion or
the

0

After examining the ESL -ARC training results,
a Statistical study seeking to explain the variati
rates between plants.

we will present
nr in job trial,



b Trial ucc

The rate of success on all of job trials, 82 per cent,
seems to us to be quite high, although we have ,no_ norm by which
to make a firm judgment. In any case, song individuals did fail
their job trials. We asked those in our sample who had failed
job trials why they thought that happened. There were a wide
range of responses among a small group of interviewees (22) so
presenting a table of their responses would not be meaningful.
we can cite some of the responses, however, to give a sense of
cthe range. "I guess I was too slow," "I don't know why, I
thought I did the job,' the supervisor wanted to give the job
to a relative,* "I wasn't physically able to do the 6b, and

was discouraged by the supervisor.

We asked the trainees three other questions about their
job trial experience which shed some light on the factors involved
in success and failure. One question asked of al.l those who got
job trials was, what was their foreman's or supervisor's attitude
during the job trial? We have 44quantly been told that foremen
and supervisors are important in determining who is successful
in the jobs. Moreover, other research on industry training

programs has indicated that the climate of acceptance created by
supervisors is probably the most, important factor in determining

trainees' success. The responses of the trainees to the question
about supervisors' attitudes confirms the impression we had gotten

and the other research. ,Also Table 27 shows, a,significantly
higher proportion (71 per cent). of trainees who passed job trials
gave the most favoraliple rating to their foreman's attitude and a
significantly high proportion (51 per cent) of trainees who
failed job trials gave their foreman the most egative rating.
Clearly since the interviews were after the act this is not a
conclusive finding as it is possible the succe s or failure was
projegted on the supervisor as the cause.



Table 27

TRAINEES' PERCEPTION OF 01.d. MAN'S

ATTITUDE DURING THEIR JOB TED.'
ON JOBS FOR WHICH THEi;INDIVIDUIXIS

HAD RECEIVED apr TRAINING

Per cent
Judgment

Foreman's of Trainees
Attitude Who Passed

He seemed to wan
to get the job and was
helpful, encouraging
and patient

He seemed to want me
to get the job, but
didn't help very much

He didn't seem to care
whether I got the job
and he was not helpful
and patient while I
learned

It seemed he did not
ant me to get the job

'and was impatient and
discouraging

Per cent
ludgment

of Trainees
Who Failed Total

71% 21% 64%.

5%

100% 100% 100%

Related to the attitude of foremen in determining job trial
success is the attitudes of fellow workers. Very much the same
response was offered by the trainees about the attitudes of their
fellow workers during their job trials as about theattitudes of
their foremen. Those who failed job trials gave a Significantly
worse rating to their fellow workers' attitudes in comparison
with those who passed. the job trials. Table 28 presents these
results.



Table 28

TRAINEES' PERCEPTION OF THE
ATTITUDES OF THEIR FELLOW WORKEhB
DURING THEIR JOB TRIALS ON JPT JOBS

Trainees'
Percekticn- is

Per cent
Judgment

of Trainees
Who Passeu

Per cent
Judgment

of Trainees
Wh FailedWho

Total
,

Trainees

My fellow workers
were helpful and
many were encoura
In my job trial 77% 47% 73%

My fellow workers
were indifferent
or were not helpful
and were discouraging
in my job trial 23% 53% 27%

100% 100* 100%

It is important Ou note, however; that high proportions of
botArforemen (64 per cent) and fellow workers (73 per cent) were

perceived as quite helpful and encouraging to the trainees. There

were negative attitudes but the problems caused, if any, were
limited to 25-30 per cent of the work force.

The final issue we explored concerning job trial success was

the role of training. In general, we have avoided asking the

trainees whether they like the training program or found it useful.

We did this because our experience in the past is that trainees

have generally, good feelings about training and will give optimistic

general responses which are not an especially good guide to

'evaluating a program. We therefore sought a more objective approach

to asking about trainee perceptions of the value of training. We

asked the trainees how well Viey felt the training prepared them
for their job trials. En geibral the groups who passed and those

who failed their job trials gave very much the same responses.
There are no significant differences in the responses by the two

groups as presented in Table 290 It is rather ari oddity,

even, that more of those who failed their job trials gave the

training program the highest rating than did those who passed the )

job trials. Moreover, the only completely negative responses came

from those who passed their job trials.



29

Per cent Per cent
Judgment Judgment

erception of Trainees of Trainees
ol'Training

. _

I really knew how to do

6,

the, job cause it was
just like,7 the training

I hadto learn more
about the job, but the
training helped a lot

I had o learn a-Jot
because the job was much
different from the
training

The training did not
help at all

Who Passed who Failed Total

18% 20%

71% 68%

15% 9%

3% 0%

100% 100% 100%

Advancement

The final indicator of program performance is the rate of
advancement from the 1973 pay bracket to higher pay brackets
during the 1974 canning season. Of the total JPT trainees, 47
per cent advanced at least one pay bracket. Fifty-one per cent
remained- in their origipal pay bracket and 2 per cent declined.
Eighteen per cent of the trainees advanced two or more brackets.

The 47 per cent of trainees who advanced at least one bracket
exceeds the proportion who got a job trial (43 per t) and
substantially exceeds the proportion who passed job: als (35
per cent). We attribute this difference to the vari ions in
work rules from plant to plant. For example, the 5 per cent o
those who did not bid for the jobs for which they were trained
because they got other opportunities at bracket III or-- Higher
are certainly part of the group who atranced without being shown
as bidding or in most cases even as having a job trial. The
personnel office or supervisor or foreman simply went them
and asked them to take a job.
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Table 30, below, summarizes the results of bracket movement
for the JPT trainees.

Table 30

PERCENTAGE MOVEMENTS
IN PAY BRACKETS
BY JPT TRAINEES

No Increase in Pa Brackets----XMDecree Change umu a_ ve

Training in in One Two Three One or More

Component Bracket Bracket B . rs. 'Drs. Brackets
M.Wg ==.... .... __

JPT only 1% 49% 32% 14% 4% 50%

JPT and ARC 2% 54% 26% 16% 2% 44%

Total JPT 2% 51% 29% 15% 3% 47%

The econd Year ultss ESL

ESL training was part of the original course, along with
basic educations in 1972-73. The course was changed substantially
for the second year as an entire package of materials was developed
using the special vocabulary and problem situations characteristic
of canning plants. The sane material was used by the training
contractor for the Joint Committee and by the public adult education
schools in San-Jose and Sacramento which provided ESL for cannery
workers.

The ARC program evolved during the year of tannery LO

training. For the second year of cannery training aluore
elaborate ARC program was developed using slide films and other

materials.

ESL and ARC have the same general goal JPT--to facilitate
the advancement of women and minority men within the cannery job
structure. The course goals are less specific in that they are
directed towar0 increasing the use of the bidding system, but are
not intendea,toassist workers to pass job trials for specific,
cannery jobs,

The data presentee for ESL and ARC is drawn entirely- from

plant records. No explanatory and analytical information from
trainees is available. Hence we offer a much briefer discussion
of these two programs than was presented for JPT. There is some



comparative information available about these courses from
first year of training in-the canneries.

Biddin_

Sixty-four per cent of the ARC-ESL trainees bid on a job
requiring a job trial. This is lower than the 83 per cent for
the .JPT trainees, but the ARC-ESL group includes many people
who are mono - lingual in Spanish or Chinese. Bidding, therefore,
would appear to -compare favorably with the other program. It
certainly is bettgr than the experience with the same programs
in 1973-when about 30 per cent of the trainees bid for jobs
requiring a job trial. Some of the increase is undoubtedly due
to improVements in the training, but another portion of the
increase is probably due to the generally increased awareness
of bidding and encouragement by the plant staff. Also, the
change in the pay bracket structure ha0 undoubtedly limited
the prior year bidding.

Bidding patterha for these components did vary a great deal
from plant to plant. Table 31, below, presents the percentages
if the trainees who bid in 22 plants with the largest groups of
program participants.

Table 31

PERCENTAGE OF ESL-ARC
TRAINEES BIDDING FOR A

JOB REQUIRING A JOB TRIA.E

Per cent ,of ESL-ARC
Trainees Bidding for a
Job Requirin a Job Trial

0 -

21 40%

41 - 60%

61 - 80%

81 - 100%

Total

-72

Number Per cent
of of

Plants Plant_

0 0

13%

5 23%

7 32%

7 32%

22 100%



The Chinese-Americ ha,been a {'__ oup of Special concern in
the prior year.program. few enter those in ES10-APC

increased their bidding 25 per cent in(
1974 compared to__

Thirty-fiv#,per cent the tSL-ARC trainees received job
trials, which is 54 per cent of those who id. The proportion of
those receiving a job trial of those who bid is equivalent to
JPT (54 per cent compared to 52 per cent for JPT). The 35 per
cent of the 1974 gsL-ARC trainees gaining a job trial is a' 40

per cent improvemett over the- 25 per cent who got job trials in
the prior year program. but like the JPT program, the job trial
rate is mach lower than would d4seem desirable given the relatively 1

high bidding rate.

Corresponding to their increased bidding rate,711 per cent ,

of the Chinese-Americans gOt job telals compared to 4 per cent in

1973.

As with the JPT pro there
between the larger plants in the ra
gives the percentage distribution o

Table 32

was a great deal of vari.at
e of job trials. Table 32
job trials by plant.

PERCLNTAGE OF ESL -ARC TRAINS
WHO bIb AND WHO ALSO
RECLIVbL' A JOB TiLAI,

Per cent or \,

Who Sid Who Also
Received a Job Trial

0 - 20%

21 - 40%

41 - 60%

61 80%

61 - 1u04.

ta

Nunber
of

Plants

7

ti

20

Pe
of

Plants

30%

35%

SO%

5%

100%



Thirty-two per cent of the ESL-ARC trainees were successful
in completing the bidding and job trial processes. This npmber
compares quite favorably with the 35 pe cent of the JPT trainees
who were similarly successful. The average for the entire prior
year program had been 21 per cent. Nine per cent of the Chinese-
Americans'sUccessfully went through'the bidding and job trial
process compared to none in the firit year program.

Advancement

Thirty-four per cent of the ESL-ARC trainees advanced at
lust One pay bracket between the 1973 and 1974 seasons. The
per cent who advanced at least one bracket is somewhat ahead
the weighted average for 1973 which was 30 per cent. It is w
behind the 4,7 per cent figure for those. in JPT who adv#ned at
least one bracket. Table 33 summarizes the bracket novement data
for ESL -ARC.

Table 33

PERCENTAGE MOVMENTS
IN PAY BRACKETS

BY ESL AND ARC TRAINEES

No
111ElagleiretsDecrease Change rumu a ve

Tra n mg in in One Two Three One or More
Component Bracket Bracket Br. Bre. Bre. Brackets_

ESL

ARC

ESL-ARC

Total ESL-ARC

3% 69% 20% 4% 4% 28%

4% 60% 23% 9% 4% 36%

0 73% 9% 18% 0 27%

3% 63% 22$ 8% 4% -34%

1 sis of Variations Between Plants ,lob T-

These findings weri presented to a joint industry-union
conference in May, 1975.

Our'conclusion was'that the bidding and job trial success
rates were satisfactory and only minor (5 per cent to 10 per cent)
increases might be expected in these rates. But the rate at
which job trials were given to those who 'bid appeared too low,
it did also in the ESL-ARC programs. And, not only was the
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overall rate low, but the rates for the 22 largest plants ranged
from 14 per cent to 95 per cent. Largely as a consequence of
the low job trial rate, only 35 per cent of the trainees completed
job trials and only 21 per cent ultimately gained jobs for which
they had been trained.

Discussion focused on the reasons-for the low job trial
rates and rate variation between plantst Most thought wiations
between plants was probably caused by different number Of job
openings. Simply stated, the plants with more openings posted
par worker were probably those with the higher job trial rates.
Others suggested some plants might be giving training to workers
too low in seniority to qualify for a trial.

To test these theories we built profiles of each plant using
overall plant rates of job growth, turnover and comparative
seniority. We developed 12 different measures using data from
the 1973, 1974 and 1975 seniority lists. We used step-wise
linear regression methods to examine the degree to which differ-
ences in the plant's scores on JPT job trial rates, as well as on
five other performance measures, were explained by differences in
the plant turnover and growth rates and relative seniority of
trainees. The results of the analysis are simple, even if some-
what surprising: The variations in overall ov and

at and

e max tum co #e c _ _ e _e_ _na R v ng
70 per cent of the Variation unexplained. For tllose who want to
examine the analysis in detail Appendix B contains the list of
variables used and the results of the statistical analysis.

Since these factors apparently were relatively unimportant
net turned to an examination of the jobs held by workers who
st gained regular status in the 1974 season. Our theory was
t the make up of these jobs and the proportion of women who

got them would be reasonable indications of the general experience
with bidding and job trials in the plants.

Several important results emerged from the analysis:

1. There were more new regulars than we expected,* Using
the 22 largest plants as the base we estimate there
were between 700 and 750 total new regulars the
whole group of 52 plants which participated in the
program. By comparison, there were about 750 JPT
trainees in 1974. Thus the new regular positions
`therefore appear to be much more appropriate as a

*Regulars are those who work a minimum of 1400 hours
in a year.
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'specific target of aining
been recognised up to that point.

ing the historic hiring patterns those
pith the most openings at Bracket III aii0
led the fewest women as new regulars.
e;y,-those plants with the most openings
bracket levels, had higher propottions

on 4Mong new regulars. Table 34 shows
atterns by plants.

Table

NEW REGULAR JOBS
BY PAY BRACKET*

Plants With-,
Lowest Per cent
of Women Among
New Regulate_

'Per cant of Jobs
in' Bracket III
or Higher 86%

Petl cant of -Jobs
in Bracket IV 4%

Pet _t of Jobs
in Bracket V 10%

100%

for the 22 largest pData is
tables.

Plants
Medium Perpcent
of Women Among
_New = Regulars

Plants With
Highest Pet cent
of Women Among
New Regulars

66% 56%

20% 24%

14% 20%

100% 100%

is in this and

As expected from the prior point, the higher the
bracket of the job, the more likely it was to be
filled by, a man. Wcimen were at ,the parity level
with man in Bra --et IV, but received only 17 per
cent of the Braclet III" and higher jobs. Table
35 presents the wage bracket distribution between
men and women.

A

lowing ,



t III
Bracket IV

Bracket V

Table 35,

PRBCBNTAGB or NEW
'HELD BY *MN AND MEN

Permar- k

3 %.

50%

44%

Per cent NOn
17%

50%

Tot

100%

100%

100%

4. New ,regulars held wore than 7O different jobs.
But half of All tfie jobs (49 per cent) and
almost '4's ( er cent) of the Bracket III
or higher )ob occurred 'in just six job ,cate-
gories. Table 36 shows these jobs in i s of.-
the nuiber 'received by men and women.

Job Catego

Mechanic

Litt Truck and
Related Jobs

sor and
ervisor

L chine

Grew Leader

Electrician

Table 36

JOBS HELD BY NEW REGUI.AFtS

n
Eruniber Per ce

93 100%

65 85%

7111

7; 317%

4 22%

17 1130%

52%2-04

"Tbe--number
from lase
indil dual
wa 2 new

of ne
to, Omit and
plant. The 19
regulats but

Women
Ebe 'Per

0

Totals
Nwhbor Tar cent

6 '29%

12

14

- 0

42

63%

79%%

0%

93 100%

7 100%

21 100%

19 100%

8

17 100%

24 100%

fluctuate4 'a sikeq deal
year to year in each

75 average for the plants
eight -*plants of the 22 v



had few.-
had 31 or MD

14

one and',
197t tins

in did we41 in the new regular openings for
the JPI`jobs on the *eager (83 per cent ) pager
(67 Per'osat) An* label machine (57 per.centL
But they only 'got 15 per cent of the lift /

truck1 and related jobs.

7. Altogether, wiptin got-only 17 per ce
new regular jobs atffiracket lit and h
I they. gotten the prawn on of lift

_o their share of the work force ,

4* years laniority,(56 peecent),
r oent-of the new regular jobs at
d. above wouldincreaee to 26 per

men's per cent of nefr regulhr
and higher jobs cannot inc;ease
however, without their gaiping

ngs iii the mechanic" aid electridian
tea.

What fins
the variation
directions fo

-5

4
s do these reellte But--

ob.trial rates w
gaining program?

forme
ait'hboUt

tiOns about
guture

The fact hat the oftrail plant TA of turn*ver-apd growth
in jobeand re atisse'seniority did not elaplain a significant
portion of the variation In job trial tes LeaSis at .east two
possible answers. One),is that non- c factorS.such as the
&IR,. to whidh affirmative kat/

is

e ectiosipolicy had
octually been irrplemente4. at all levels of decision 'rig in

repl nts may ry important in explaining the rations in
ob trial rates., In the 4ft truckrcategory for instance, in the

pliant' with the highest propor on of men among new regul
*Men gained 9 of 14 (64 per t) o the lift truck positi
lb contrast, in the''plants wi tht ,- t proportion off women
among new regulars, women did not,;gar y of the 10 w regularular
life truck positions. OviB#11, per cent of realness
who bid or lift truck got job t even thou h thiss-was the
second category of new regular pos t Another 10
per cent did get a job trial on some other Bracke III or higher

ujob, but thatleaves 45 per cent withbut a job trial at that
.leve4 As preqously noted, only 15 per cent of thee 'knew regular
34ft truck positions went-to women.

r.

r, part of the ansiotim may be ,that there-verso many
dif ferent7 jobs and'themix of openings 4n these jobs varies so

Nfrom seas n up season that selection is a very random m-or
stance p oexis. Unlike re structured and highly devel"

rd

I

e'78
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bids
are two Un
specif10 gt
an openings
Oohs person won
argil nuMbor'41

sight aup14-
,

re no lines of progression for
es. When a person takes training and
he Beason for up to three jobf, .there
who has the highest seniority among the
d,for that.job, and M. will there-.

c ar job? If either gamble is wrong,
n'k job tr4e1,evgn thodigh there nay be a
in'other-job categories and the person
'ib qualify for many dV them.

This etudy-oUv ode i,n.turnouer rates confirOW
Indy/try-union pe*cep of the need for continuing lieft truck
trafting, and iMsti uting a mechanics.training program. But the
braining also,A442b to 14 accompanied by changes in the selbction

-owe of the possibilitlas for f_m future
b etdustry-union re rentatives

structure and'process.
discussed atkverious tiz
and the training contractor

Create a tvoir of
line tot openings as

riod, creating;

Continue oil trat4ng
are pompetent mad Viers
pha01,

Perpitibiddisg for a tills -of jobs
pbrogn ml ht int .001, of y

9901Anga fallWur, in :efect creating
=..

'progression,

1"1"141259 atinnded
,And

son
11$id

certified
trial

that a'
jobs. se -

of

4. u! re bioldieg as a procondition.ed '!raining and
estimate openings so that approximately only this
needed number of trained workers-4s available.,

Assessment

Althou h we do n
did r the first yea-
can be made using the
the evaluative criteri

eve exiAr mental dos eweasures as we

1
cannery pro ram, a reasonable assessment

t year r_sults as benchmarks on
affirmative action, net impact

.

cost benefit. Following are discussions Qf each,
a



P

0 Affirmative Motion Gains

ImOroving the status of minority men contigued a stated
objective, but data from an,industry de rands---s le ,survey
showed that, minori men already Ima obs in 1 but th hit:eget
pay bracket ppprox mately equal to theLr proper ion in
force. ..A6incing therefore came' to be the.domin enncern.
Hence,. the main else ent:criterion fociises on the change in the
proportion of women emong new kegular ;workeis.

.

sekparity in examining
the 22 largest
n. Foilathe -n

proportion of wo
n the seniority lists
in with 21.9 per cent

73 list.. Adjusting
mall (3.96 per cent)

increase between the two pr 0 increases which might beexpected to occur, ag&in without the second year pepgram changes,
the net increase'in .the proportion of women among new regulars
is-estimated as 35 per cent. We think this increase can properl
be attributed to the program,- ands its assn aced actions in the
plants such as the pre-training inte ewe. Women b cable new
re %Ware in 44 pos jtions which.irere volved in ti PT piograimand. these equal the 35 per cent inereAse. Data on the mix of
jobs for the- priorAyears woild have to be exam4ped to document
the point, hOwever:-

)v.

When we introduced they oon
the first -year program, we redo
plants there.we4kno meaningSI

a meaningfUl,ehe
-rs rose to 29.4

beginning of 1175
i sus per=
shown on the

year, there
among' new
A.Isued'at

rr Vre 19
e incrh-

We stated.the increase yee,meaniegfu 'by which we mean
it showed the program.,,p,as having the:_hind of impact intended
But was thlis impact greht enough to let the needs of the
industry and the unman considering the affi tiveraction,vressure
The answer, is AO. -Suchan inereae0,- p ve totthe much larger.

r exemple, if the affirmative: *ft n. forlwomen was set
30 per cent ofikhe-regularjo target level aiscussed in

. earl .negotiations with EE it would takd five' years with
wpmerOggaing 55 to 60 per cent new re __r positibne to ,

teachthie target. ThiT dralcul tio is tade der the assumptions
thej pere'is a 19 per cent turnov_ s arno n regulars, including
s women themselves who make r g they began by
gilding about 10 per cent of all r a positiond. This 55 to
60 per cent share-RA, the nee'rega mop tiois would, requi _or
the 22 largest plants that 299 to 320 women hake regular each
leap. Given that about 100, were Already making regulhi ineth

prog.rarn_, about 2Mukore would have 4o be add
prtuam./Vhis is about five time impa

slitInd'y- So w6714e the on rem
did pos v- Apf tec on pare = r women
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absence Of
A resin o
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\ ether piogrIM didensions are also important, especially in
the obvious need to increase the overall impact if the

ProgKam was to help resolve the affiematiVeactiOn problems.
Table 37 summarisea-key results alma* reported. It compares
the second year program against the first year-and assumes, as we
stated in Chapter II, that'-the first year had a small but
measurable net impact IMprovements over the first year ar
theredererassumed to ave prodUced greater ne ffects.

Pe r f oridan ce

Measures_

Table -37

SUMMARY OF TRAINING IISSULTS
COMPARING FIRST AND SECOND

YEAR CANNERY PROGROS
1116

Bid for Bracket IV
or Higher Job

T Pro- 2nd Yr. Qniy.
ESL-ARC Programs ob 'for

First SocOnd IV Which
Year _Year_ or He- _er Trained

29%
. ,

b Trial 25%

Tria1 . 21%

Inc ased One or
Pay Brackets;

creased or
Abre Pay Brackets 1%

Bidding rates improved and nearly deached4he saturation
point for those w o weft to JET, if any Bracket _IV or higher job
is considered. The bidding ratio for EST.-ARC and for JPT for
the specific jobs for which the pet-son trained wade undoubtedly
too willow given the pressures on the indi4stry anckunio In the

and year, for both groups of programa, the critic problem
the.,discrepancy between the bidding rates and rates at which

inees received job trials. Overipli dniy O per cent of those
whe bid'reoeived Jon tria0e. Success is a t y deter-.

olamined by h -many receive' job trialisinoe p, ant of those
o job ials passed them,: P

64%

12

8311 A57A

43% 260
i.

351 ' 21%:

47%

hi



The proportio f trainees who advanced two or-- pay b0c-
ketak probably bee lfustrates the increased impact- f the s*ond
year program over the fitst year. Three'times as man advanced
two or more,braOcete under JPT as did trainees in then first year.
But this still calls attention to the iita of the progyam's
effectiveness. Many more traineel.thin.18 per cent would have to'
advalIce two more pay b ets for the program t' produce a.
suff,Xcien hange in women s share of the higher p ying jobs.

Althou
increase in the benefit or the participants can be deduced fro

increase in. the pro tion of woMen akong the neW re§ulArs.
e tr inees n the first 'year cannery program averagedips
$2 in rn d income and those in our sample remainild in

the Deasona cater p y, an adv ce to regular status would produce
a very lax increase in income. Given the prof of ,the new
women regu ars their average wage would have bee aa-per hour
and they would hpve work d at Least 1400 hours. Onithe average
they ould 4ave earned than $5,432, ora net increase of
mor than $,L432 MboVe-the 2000. The approximately 40 new
wo n regulars would then' &ye aggregate net earnings of $P37,280.

net income gain alone or th gkoup in one year exceeds the
thing cots which were $145 pe JPT trainee, 011 $108,750 pitAra
JPT training-..` Considering that JPT could be expected to hiye

to,sa 5 year-benefit period, the accumulated benefits, using a 10
per cent discount rate, would produce a cOst/benefit.ratio in

Cost-B nefit Analysis

comparative earning, data ill'not available, A major

excess of $5 in benefits to each $1 in-cost.

Efr

THe improvement in' the performance meas see for the ESL-AM
component& probably Also means that-tne retui on the training_
investhrt imploved over the.firet' We;do not have the

, data, however, to estimate whether SL component by itself,
and particularly the nese-American group within it, improved
enough to produce A pb- Live cost /benefit. -

'Two notes. are important abdut the cost- benefit analy&is
One je to reiterate the point made in the prior chapter that
income as a measure. of befiefits is the government's
individual's primary benefit measure, but not that fthe
industry or uni As an affirmative action pro, in the
eyes of the ind stry, the women whcf advance displace men who
would otherwise' have t4ken the jobs. Unless tiwadvancearrt
of the w men has'helped.solve the-industry manpower probleffis,

/the& the-ikroglam Fears-as a cost to the empipyersa.Ii,s1
dmployers w-ould 1' at the cost-benefit ratio as erform-
sanCe indicator, r atthe bidding and job trig

4*



d they would want all of them to be as close to-
as ,possible.so as to kinimime their cos s and

maximizemaximisa affirmative action progress.

von a measure of individua paiticip
The second note is toAeoiepout the-,

=employment insurance is normally disc
analysis because it is atransfer payment a
fo productive work, unemploymint insurance
th individual calculus of .seasonal cannery workers, iey

not working, they drier un oymfOt insurance (UI), (eh
subject to federal or`state come tax: An increase in in
'of $3,432 is therefore offs. y a decrease in UI. Considerin
all the taxes on earned ,say of the seasonal cannery
workers experience real tax rates of 60 to 80 per, cent on earn n a
beyonethe amount needod to qualify for Ui iiayments.-.Thits real.
tax rate is the combihation of actual taxes chargad against thei.
income aedt'th ost.t11 payments which are likely to average about
$65 per week. et it shople4be noted,the loss of UI payments did
not emerge in any of our trainee imterviewsAw a reason for not
bid or for not accepting job trials. c

of earned Come
fitS though

-OM cOstbal9M/it
pposed.'to payment
ins vex large i
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elusion ks-ba
of the progrpn

n at; 'the 1
t of the0

year.

An_o
a

e es
u hive

re
'flOW regular pos

sd
each

tive action foal
UT; trourChave

Many of tie
industry and um on repro enta

roveseents a seen by-the

Increaiing the rate at whichthose whg were
trained for a job bid for the job.

Greatly incv eosin. ,tee rate at which those
who' bid for sod Obt a °hence to perform it
(a job tria0

4

c. Open up opportunities through training and
perhaps other methods into the mechanic jobs
and the craft jobs such as electricians. a

. These changes became the basis for modifications in the
program for the third y The first step was to create n
course in January; 197
ter. .jhe course w
seniority order who h
June wHern,the season
in oductory work with the

j
of he workin* condi ions
T tkaiiees etLthat1point were

d like to ve _ e'job andi r
y were interested, they

as a condition of continue aining.
departure from the viewvthift the trog
benefit which senioritreutp
The MFC portion was seen as a
of training as an unqual

d Machine Familiaritation
d to all sectional workers in
up foe JPT-and it continued until

. The bourse provided two days of'
Chinery, and one day of di-
requi e nts involved wi

dtto decide wheth

'lion
e jbb,
they

the full training. If
quire to,bid fot the job

as tri important
as a union negotiated'.

draw on as theY wished.
serve some of the sense.

. The-second step was to, to lget the plant t estitn
openings expected for the next year. These estimates Would t
be used as basis ,for specifying the number. of workers who
would be t for each aob, and the hbpeovas that) job
trial (lite we d greatly increase.
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The this step waa t bigin serious playing for ,an industry-
wide training progr4m _A- mechanic job.

f .

booming ahead, however, were two critical issues yet to be
iholveds

1. Could training be provided to a degree which would
fully Oalify workers for the jobs so that they
would not have to pass subsequent job trials? A
related question was, what would hAppon if a high
seniority woman became qualified fora job? Would
she be' able to bump lower seniority men from the
jobs?

2, would the training beN4ceepted as part
ciliation agreement?

ti

4

EEOC



CHAPTER IV

FUTURE OF CANNERY

d Year Program

The third ear program (l974.75) largely continued the
palter.. Of the second year, but it operated almost entirely with
funds sit aside undert lativi2g1.111

is
-chine

73 collocti
(ARC), Jo

nd Language (

satioa Con-

own informally 04.the 'shoppers
arise_ on train- can appropr
counseling and Jab opportunil
-d the workers to'handle some o
cede if they wished to pursue the j

were required to bid for, the mach
tinue int° %My a

i

In the Spring.of 1975 training was extendid to canningplants
outlying communities of Northern California after the
centers were closed. Eleven plants and 312 additional

workers entered the program. To the surprise of the :straining
contractor, 269 of the 354 applicants for training ask for ARC.
The expectation -had- een that they would comdentrate on FT
machine training. '

Two other developments of importance occurred in the third
year. One was that preliminary plans were developed for an off-

son pre-apprenticeship course fOr mechanics. Not nly did the
ndustry need the capability to traingwomekas meth__ ics for
affirmative action purposes- # ut it.als ad continu Ag manpower
problems with mechanic posit hich not keen t by th
onthe-job training progiam col ve bargai ing agre went.

S

iWatind, e compqny and .'representative agreed

Ilie

individual pll-ts shodld have Liners of their own rather an
cop inuin to _ly entirely on the external training cbet _r.
Tconcep was that the contractor wouldhelp select and train

gainers and would monitor the overall program'. There
xed feelings about shifting to plant staff for training,
-y &row; some of the union leaders who, felt the principle

ning as a negotiated benefit would disappear entirely unless
the
the

union could
training contractor w.Aherefore cast, at
intain some industry-wide policy direction over

he program. The
least in part, in a surveillance role h52- e union maintain
some policy direction.

Tra

argaining agreement._
roficiency.Training'
) were all offered, as
(N m).

the machine
en as an eaten*
on.in ARC since
pment to help
he training,

no jobs before they

on

The Labor Department did n
third year of cannery training

have a direct-investment
d toe program data was not



COncili

pX0-apprent_ hid nit a plan trainer programs
_ preliminary p _ ag1s until the Spring o4. 1

976. udeed, all training halted breen July, 1975, and
No- ,1976, as protracted negot_atioWcantinued between the"'

ning companies and union, and`-the Equal Employment% Opportunity
-xi (=IOC). One issue Which held up.a-oOnciliation' agree-
Was

(=IOC)
all of the P ardes who, had filed discrimAnation

suits or who might file such suits would agree to aJinalliettle-
ment. The other issue, and one which made further training at
company expense seem unprofitable, wax whether the training''-1
rqqram would be accepted within the agreement al.= appropriate
esponse tO,the affirmative action problem.

. Some additional ground work fo-
.

lament .the eventual.
agreement was accomplished in the i -ii, es ally as form
04 the al -Jlt beta= clearer. The$ .activi> ies inc ludedi

_

1. ria were develo-ed fora cng plant trainers
and prospective can dates were assessed in to
of the criteria.

2. Detailed minimum competency a 1 criteria
were developed for three high et fobs which
had high turnover and appeare be strategic
entry poin ts into tile highest meCh
supervis,dr and cka,ft jobs. Th' war fft
truck driver, oiler-greaser and
operator. The LnEention was ha i as
Iceepted as part _of the kinal concilaition.agree-
ment, the training objective wo d bi to bring the
trainee* to a level of competent required for the
jam. Those' who failed could not ualify for,the
j

A ayStewwl S _

'Yieither
d serves'

N,att_ah direct
the pia**

loped t se
Al Or. minor

ItaX stafftaff
d the aff

The de_ign for the p
treinihg program leas

4

:d tr fin plant
oup'Alean', who
n the affirmative

ed class wafters in'

appren
eagle to

4
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he Conc is On agreement an

A basic conciliation agra
and the cannery companies and
resolution of a private class acti
in December, 1973. When the agreement was placed before the
U.S. rWstkict Court in San Fra4cisco to determine its adequ
motions were filed to intervene in the suit by groups con
various aspecisjdf the agreement and .challenging its over
adequacy. The,court held extensive hearings during'which changes
in the agreement were negotiated and then the court approved the
agreement in May, 1976. A second objection was raised against
the agreement and a- fihal consent decree validating the agreement
was issued by the court in September, 1976.

One of the ajoirIonplainta against the conciliation agreement
was that it placed-an exde ssiv emphasis on off - season' training as
a remedial strAtegy. :Those,,op osed preferred back pay to trainingt
and argued that only thefileehanic jobs required anything more than'

minimal on-the-job training. moreover, since the industry somehow
trained white male's' in 'the past it was argued no elaborate
machinery was required for woman and minorities. .

Indeed, it is these off-season training provisions-which
distinguish the agreement from most otier agreements which have
been developed under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act. It
Appears that many industries have arghed that training programs
will hove to be created to accomplish the affirmative action-goals,
but EEbC ha=s generally shied away from trainihg -solutions in favo'r

of direct, punitive, to those whofth'ai:re suffered from
discrimination, accompanied by changes ifl'eeniority provisions
and advancement or entry routes. iln this case the court approved '

the training provisiots saying thapthe e was no credible evidence"'

Consen- dree

was negottie between
in Febt !_197kvae a
discsim on -suit f

in support of -the cla_mA thdt training het needed. Thew

said further:7 -
4

The Proponents have hot argued that extensive off =.
season training is needed for all high-bracket j0164

but only foc certain jobs whican lead to reguis;
status. There is trople evidence showing the need
for off- seascin training in these particular high-
bracket jobs. With regard to mechanic lwaining,
the evidence is clear that the hectic pace in _the;.
plant during the processing season prevents effective
on-the-job training at least for the initial stages
of such training. Moreover, the off - season ,paid1

7Opinion date May 4
William M. Orrick,
of Maria Alaniz, et

1976, No. C-73-2153, by U.S. District Judge
thorn District of Calirnia, in. the ceee4

vs. California Processor's, Inc., et al.



ciliation groesent axes

1. It set go of women over the five
year life,p at 30 per,cent,of the
positions etApbs Wreckets Iil.
and abolle), mechanic which is to be 20

y group members ard to tchieve
measured y the proportion

per vent.
parity in. gimp_
of the mipority group:members in the scour
tion.- Minority groups men have alrea
parity in many plants 'iii all pay brackets except
the highest.

One,-for-one placement of qualifiedwomen and
minorities is ,required until thi goals are aphved
and maintained, ghat is, for :every Anglo male h
one woman or mity male Must be AirecW.

he informa1 cu ppcy rule was eliminated so
11 works withAlppropciate seniority

qualifications cap dirldtly claim a at
beginnisig.pf a season even if an ipcumbent is
bdaped out/ of tho&job.

4

The concept of-wplant esniorlty" added
means seniority is measured from the, earlie
seasonal or regular seniority date Pehire.
provisionleffectively'eliminated the dual W
lists, 'for regular and seasqinal, which stop
primary barrier to the advancement of'Women.!

To facilitate dvancement of women minors

%s

f-season trai in is to be provided-for higb-
acket positio based on tip nyipbAF of anticipated

vacancies. The training willptie up to three-weeks
in duration ihd may involve up to three jobs.
Employees receive their regular rate of pay during
the .traihing, ather than the $2.50 daily stipend
which had be paid.

Employees w o opiate the high-biacke AAg
will be bon idered qualified and thus clan use their

%% plant sank to claim a job for whith they trained.

4
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7. Awe anie.off-s
could

;Ateendo
1411 be considered
(this LA the appren

.can use their plant

Aniadvanced craft skill trailing program,i1
reqUired for poeitions such as maehinistrelectSi-
cian, pipe fitter and instrument-mechanic. The ,

training is available only to women and minorities
and will be conducted through qUalified trade
schools, high schools, junior colleges and other
training institutions. The program will involve a
stipend payment and tuition refunds,

apprenticeship program
year is elm* requirt4.
the women of milhoritlei

alifiediBracket III Mechenici
ce,classifi on) and they
penioritY-to c aim the jabs,

ProMotion incentive- bonus
woman and minority group
$150 for the first 5Q0 hou
bracket job and nact for

11 be offered to
re in the
rked In

econd 500 h

10. An affirmative action fund wasscreated with Co_ r
butions of 3C per hour worked over the five year
period. This'contribution was'estimated:tv produce
a fund of $5,000,000, Consistent with' the gOeral
EC perspective, the priorities for use 9f the
money are first pUnitive damages far prior disdrim
ination, second, incentive bon4ses up to $1000,0000
and third, all training costs.

ImEL t n the Agretament

With the groundwork already laid, active implementation of
the conciliation agreement began after the 1976 canning season.
The training contractor initiated the plant trainers' programiin
October and finished for all plants by January, 1/77. 'The
training took two weeks and sought t4 teach use of a COmpotency-
based curriculum, called Criterion Referenced Instruction (CRI).
The emphasis, of course, was placed on the compitency-bared ,

instruction because all of the graduates would be officially
qualified for the jobs they had studied. The trainer training
was intended to provide an understandAng of.affirmative action,
and specific skills in communication, instruction, planning,
negotiating and problem solving. overall, the program was
expected to prepare the plant trainers so they could organize
and manage in-plant job training programs under the general
supervision of the training contractor,
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skill training f,1or high. bracket jobs began in January 1977,
th.-4".1Slan to train limb workers to become qUalifiedl.ift trudk

drivets, label :machine operitors and.oller-greasUrs. Additionally,
thm,target in tbi,9pan of 1977 w4.' .to train '150 Bracket II.

-aPPrentic0 Med &racist a 1 oftwhoM7would,be women or minority
,

group..Men. .
.

It. 0 important to note that bidding a not required as a:
pre-Condition to entering training. The conformance coilittee..
et up by the conciliation agreement concluded the, bidding require-

would, unduly restrict en5Fy into the "tkaining p rnm.*

Also. aging from the /977 trainling program: were the ARC .an
EsL-courses.- The general jUdgEentis that the ARC course had
-serVed its purpose by establishing an awareness on the part of
the seasonal Workers of thelbidding process and the jcibiveVailable
in'the-pla*ts: ,Moreove'r k .the conciliation hgreeEent node the

pfunction of-rdvidtng workers 'With information enei couiaseling a -

direct responsibility6f the union. This element of theAgreement
aedords with, a long standing view held by many DI the union and
the companies that the function of inforMation and couiseling
about advancement opportunities should be a union respibnsibility.

The high bracket skill training was limited during the year
to the three jobs, but as new deeds are identified, additional
courses will be developed.

The pre-apprenticeship program -chanics consists of two
to three weeks of classroom instrut Lion with on- the -job training
following in the plants.

Conclusions About the Futures LOTT 'Cannery program

The original LOTT obj Ives: can be broken down into two
statements: One objective s to determine whether the lay-o
period could be used constructively to help dead-ended workers
advance. The second objective was to determine if non-skills
training is the appropriate training.

The conclusions relative to these twee statements are as
follows:

1. The lay -off period was not only found _to useful
he tannin. nail& -die-one--eri6

As of April, 1977, the Conformance Committee has accepted bidding
as a prerequisite, but only so long,,as it is presented to trainees
as an expression of serious intent and not an irrevocable commitment.
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. Thee axe those 0 the union who believe that:Englishas
second langUAge And other basic education training ought to be
availableto the workers as a negotiated 'benefit, but given the
insistan by EEOC and the canning coepaniee on achieving the
-highest re e of advancement possible for,therlevel of training
investment the non - skills training did,not remain a part of the
program.

It is n iAlyiossible that basic educati n may yet be
required to implement the mechanics and, crafts training provisions
of the dOnciliation agreement. ;von though there have been two
years of planning, the.eschanics training prods, when it is
developed, will be untested and will almost certainly 4o through
a period of learning and devlopment though trial and error.
Especially if the mechanics training and the craft training, seek
to,draw any of the older women or the Spanish speaking, basic
education of some kind may become essentials

Without non-skills training, an interesting paradox could
emerge. The older women and the Spanish speaking --the primary
victims of prior discrimination - -nay be effecttvely excluded from

participation. The younger women and the younger English speaking
minority people may be the primary beneficiaries of the cannery
affirmative action program even thougb it was their older asso-
ciates who suffered discrimination.
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V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS,

AND POLICY ANALYSIS

rir

This'__port has presented the experience and conclusions
from an Experimental and Demonstration project testing the-
concept of lay-off time training in.* single industry, the
Northern California Canning Industry. The prOject was supported
over a five year period by the Office of Research and Development
of the Employment and Training Administration of the U.E.
Department of Labor. Rather than being a static test of a
precise concept, the project Is best seen as an excellent action
research effort in.which ideas are tested, evaluated and modified
again. After a very discouraging initial experience, the final
results of the effort were quite positive.

'In the first effort the target group were workers on short-
term lay-off from the industrial plants in the Antioch-Pittsburg
area of California. The program consisted of adult basic
education in reading and mathematics and group counseling and
sensitivity sessions. The major finding of the first year was
that the primary target group of workers did t come to the
program in satisfactory numbers.

In the second year efforts were made to develop special
progtama in a glass container firm and in the paper products
industry. The employers and the unions supported the projects
and encouraged the workers to? participate, but it was unsuccess-
ful since few workers soughetraining.

The primary conclusion after two years Vas that non-skills
training will not be attractive to workers on temporary lay-off
in industries which have highly developed internal labor markets, ,

with clear lines of progression, limited entry points and
promotion based on seniority.

e idea that lay-off time could be used constructively
nevertheless persisted. Some clues from the initial experience
led to identifying to canning industry as an industry which
might benefit from lay-off time training because of its. special
characteristics. One obvious characteristic is that long-term
employees experience extended lay-offs each year and are assured
of recall to work. Additionally the canning industry was coming
under increasing affirmative action pressures. Interviews with
company and union representatives found favorable responses to
the idea of conducting an. industry-specific lay-off time training
experiment in the Northern California canning industry. Soon
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thereaf ter the industry and the union joined together to seek
Department of Labor financial support of this experiment.

The first year of the cannery training program consisted of
basic education and English-as-a-second language. Information
and counseling about jobs and the bidding and advancement
processes was interspersed within the courses. Training was
offered in four sites--Sacramentd, Modesto, Oakland and Hayward--
each of which had a somewhat different work force.

\

The first year results were quite positive. Large numbers
of the primary target group of workers participated in, and
learned from, the courses. Overall, they increased their bidding
rates and received a small but, meaningful gain in income of $102.
On the average this equaled a net gain of 5.7 per cent in total
cannery income for the trainee group in comparison with a matched
control group'. Although that income gain can be considered an
tcrease in equity through income distribution, the impact of
e program was not sufficient to improve materially the simple

opportunities for women and minorities.

Although the basic, operational results were probably the
most important findings, some specific lessons and insights were
of almost equal importance. One insight was that worker charac-
teristics varied sufficiently between communities that the
program had to have the flexibility to adapt even during the
project year to these differences as they emerged. One community,
for example, had predominantly older, Black workers, while another
had a very high proportion of Mexican-Americans and a third a
high proportion of Chinese-Americans. In the latter two commun.
ties basic education and English-as-a-second language were
obviously important courses, but it was found during the year
that the Black workers did not need the-basic eddcation.

2
A related insight which led to the development of a new

course was that the Black workers, and indeed all of the others,
had a great need to learn about the jobs, the bidding procedures
and the other aspects of the cannery internal labor market
operations. Just as in the Antioch-Pittsburg project, under-
standing the details of the specific internal labor markets
became a critical first requirement for any other training to be
useful. To provide this instruction a new course called Advancement
Related Counselling (ARC) was developed and in e middle of the
first year was placed in operation in two of e cities.

...

The Chinese-American workers turned out to be a uniquely
resistant cultural group to advancing as a result of the training.
They appear to have been drawn heavily to the frothing by the
$2.50 per day expense stipend. They had close group ties which
tended to prevent individual members from advancing and had a
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unique attern of using carpools tO travel to and from work which

served; as an inhibition to4advancement because a change in job,
often required a change i ',work schedule.

although it produced a_irly strong results in the coot
benefit study, -basic educe on came to be seen as a course which

moculd not be related to many Af the canneries' jobs and a decision
was made not to continue it_for the second year,

A final lesson was that even in: this program which was Undo

going such an active learntng and apljOistment process, it was

possible to develop 'and maintain a reasonable and useful experi
mental design evaluation procedumei,, Maintenance of the design was
made'possible by continuing coordihation andconsultation between
the training contractor and the eva1dation contractor.

The most important d velopment in the second year of the
cannery training program was that the companies and the union

became the main sources of support. One cent per hour worked by
workers in all the canning plants was set aside under the 1973
Collective Bargaining Agreement for the Affirmative Action
Cannery Training Program. The Department of Labor did agree to
provide.about one-half of the cost of supporting the second' year

of training as.a transitional contribution to full industry

support.

The second year program made very extensive use of the ARC

component. That component was seen, however, as an effort which
would reach a saturation point in two or three years as all the

workers came to participate heavily in the bidding processes and
to understand the jobs which were available. The basic education
component was dropped entirely, but English-as-a7second language
was continued, although on a reduced scale. Efforts were begun
to shift the ESL training to the adult basic education programs
in the local school districts. Eventually three districts did
develop 'special programs for cannery workers using the materials
developed by the training contractor based on the canning industry
language requirements.

Another new course was developed in the second year called

Job Proficiency Training. It was developed on the premise that
advancement of women would require skill training focused on the
highest turnover equipment operator jobs.

A final task in the second year was to begin developing a
mechanic training program.

The results of the second year program were more substantial

than in the first year. Bidding rates rose even higher and the
program had a meaningful impact in helping women advance to higher
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paying jobs. Forty-seven per cent of the _trainees advanced one,
pay bracket or more compared to 30 per cent in the first year of
the program and 18 per cent of.the trainees advanced two or More
pay brackets compared .to 6 per cent in the first year's program.

Despite the positive results; the efficiency of the Job
Proficiency Training program remained too low. The companies
and the union, saw the skill training program as the core of their
affirmative action efforts and desired very high result indicators
from that program. The results for that year were that only 57
per cent of the trainees bid for jobs for which they had been
trained and only 21 per cent of them gained of these jobs.

The key lesson of the second year was that further improve-
ments were necessary if substantial progress was to be made on
achieving the affirmative action goals. One Step taken for the
third year program was to institute another new course called
Machine Familiarisation Course. It was developed to introduce
thoroughly workers to equipment operator jobs, and to help them
make an informed decision about whether to proceed in training.
After the three days course the workers were required to bid for
the job before they were permitted to continue on with the longer
Job Preoficiency Training course.

Also in the third year, plans were made to shift from sole
reliance on an outside training contractor to primary reliance
on individual in-plant trainers drawn from the regular work
force.

Over the three year period the training experience demon-
strated that lay-off time could be used to help advance women
and minority group members. This overall finding led to a
decision to make lay-off time training an integral part of the
conciliation agreement eventually negotiated between the canning
companies, the union and the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission. The conciliation agreement after a period of pro-
tracted negotiation and extensive court hearings was finally accepted
by the court in June of 1976. For a five year period thereafter
there will be a three part lay-off time training program in the
canning plants as a way to reach their affirmative action goals
for women and minority group members.

There will be equipment operator training, much like the Job
Proficidncy Training course, directed toward three key high bracket
jobs--lift truck operator, label machine operator and oiler-greaser.
These jobs were identified as high turnover positions which would
offer substantial advancement opportunities and also as key entry
points into the higher bracket positions of supervisor, mechanic
and equipment operator. Unlike Job Proficiency Training, the new
course would qualify fully those who complete the course.



The second component of the_long term affirmative action
aining mAll be a mechanic training program modeled on the

tradition apprOntitasehip prOgram. The initial portion of the
mechanics training, pre-apprenticeship training, will occur in
the -off period andwill qualify women and minority group men
as b cket III level apprentice mechanics.

The final component of the lay-off time training will be a
pedal craft training program which will. make use of local
educational institutions.

The training elements in the conciliation agreement wi
serve to support and facilitate the affirmative action adjustments
which are made-possible by a revision of the industry seniority
.plan in the collective bargaining agreement and a requirement
that one woman or minority group man be placed in high bracket and
mechanic jobs for each Anglo Can who is hired.-

Conclusions

1. Layoff time training can be useful, and may even
be essential, in industries such aecanning which
experience extensive seasonal lay-offs. Its
applicability to other kinds of lay-offs such
cyclical, remains to be tested.

Non-skills training will generally lack support
by employers in industrial settings because the
impact of the training is hard to measure; the
benefits accrue to the society as a whole and to
the individual participants, and there is no gain
to the specific industries.

Any trainin4 program in an industry needs to be
constructed on the basis of a very detailed and
precise understanding of the requirements of the
individual industry labor market which is the
target of the training.

Skills training should be built on the basis of
very specific employment goals based on a clear
understanding of the industry labor market structure
and processes. ARC and MFC were examples of pre-
skills training courses needed in the cannery
industry for this purpose.
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Program impabti

seven major
training program

impacts cosn be identified from the cannery
as it evolved from the first year,pilot project.

Y per rainees even knew
ut the bidding process as a way of advancing. By

the and of the third.year, when the Advancement
Related'Counseling course was discontinued; the job
structure and the bidding processes had come to be
common knowledge and there was widespread bidding.
To be sure, many of the women, especially some of
the mpre senior ones, continue to hold their low
bracket jobs and prefer not to advance. Some of
this is due to a reluctance to work year round.

For perspective, iris important o realize that the
increased bidding is not a function of the courses
4ong, Personnel staff in the plants interviewed the
women and encouraged them to bid and advance. 4any
of the plants also altered a variety of their per-
sonnel practices to facilitate the advancement of
women.

women.e +ut measure s zl_ b ow ng
the secoul year oUtraining women received a 35 per
cent net increase in their. proportion of new reguir
positions. "Regular" status means that the person
worked more than 1400 hours during the year, and
tatus accords such people enhanced fringe benefi

Since the second year it appears that women are w
on the way to achieving the affirmative action targe
in many of the high bracket jobs.

The research also found, however, that there were sub-
stantial variations among the plant_s in terms of
bidding and job trial rates at the end of the second
year. We expect from that finding that the long term
affirmative action adjustment process will progress
much more slowly in some plants than in others.*

A special linear regression study was conducted to try to deter-
mine whither economic variables such as turnover rates and job
growth rates explained a large amount of the variation in training
results from plant to plant. The results were not statistically
significant. They are reported+in Appendix Be
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duced mxtensive

c eve a
indestri

d of interviews with. key

The entry of the DOL funds had a catalytic effect.
The industryilearned lot abut the-probem and
what to do about it. We experimented with various
approhhes and found those that were most cost
of The. Advancement Related Counseling in
particular isolated and clarified problems in. the
bidding and advancement system.

Another industry official commented:

The pilot projett was a good initial learning
process to see how to deal with the pr9lens of
advancement and upgrading.

In retrospect, this same official said that he
would have preferred a better initial analysis of
the advancement potential and a plan for training:
,within that potential.

A union official commented:

The industry and the employees had an exposure to
.raining, and what it entailed,'and what it offered.
The industry realized it could use employees better.
The pilot program demonstrated that the need for
training which the unions had advocated for many
years was there.

d the affirmative action cOncili -

1.9212EIL e o e nus o c a
thi-Iiirtial experiences showed that off-season
training was a workable approach and without it they
"probably would not have knOwn what could be.accom-
plished.°

Another official Said:

The pilot project established to the industry's
satisfaction that it would be possible to apply the
results of off-season training during the season.
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or beheX t was that ablishid offseason
training :as a viable 'system and the training
program became a fundamental objective of the

in negotiating the conciliation- -aunt.
industry had-not had a good experienoelvith

training, it would not have bean an'indUe
negotiating objective.

The inclusion of the training program gave the
agreement a more futuristic quality in that it was-

.

directed toward ameliorating the problem. It is
less ptive in nature. Most of the money will
be paid through training rathek than es compensa-
tion. Most settlements are punitive in nature and
do not have a remedial program to accomplish the
objective of advancing women and minority groups.

5. The program accelerated the affirmative action
ggystment_arocess. dine industry
e -iiiarmoney Vat'a substantial stimulus to

gettinerthe industry started in solving the
problem."' Another industry official felt that the
conciliation agr4iment would have included training
even if there had not been.a pilot project, but he
noted that the pilot project allowed the indu
to "jump the gun in implementing training.
effect tried the program before it was ever p
into the, decree.

6. led the ndu -velo

mp c p o pro_ ec wa
external trainin4 'Contractor would be ed.,_:By the
end of the second -year the industry d union agreed
that the plants should develop an al capability.
The external training Contractor then used to
select, train and monitolkthe wo of the individual
plant trainers.

The role of the external training.contractor has
always, been fraught with tension. The Department of,
Labor knew from the very beginning that a third party
intervention into the industrial collective bargain-
ing arena would be a.

session
sensitive matter. There-

fore an orientation ession was required at the'
beginning of the pilot project to acquaint the con-
tractor and its staff with the intricacies of the
industrial collective bargaining-process.-
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In spits of a of sensitivity and Oare
ful limiting of tractor's role, there yet.

-remains a sharp division of opinion in both
industry and union ranks about Whether there
ought tobe an external, contractor. The following
are s+ of the 00etradictery tunes ng
the role, of thla wing contractor.

',widely believedAmon both union and
industry officials that the Advanceeeesnt
Related Counseling was a which, the

union should have been pe long ago.
The union had not.done so of course, but
nevertheless for the contractor to provide
this service meant that it was standing at
all times squarely on unitturt. No amount
of care not to interpret collective
bargaining agreement, not to advocate'for
the trainees ada not to interferein grievance
procedures could eliminate the fundamental
structural bind produced by informing workers
about the jobs, the pay struoters, the working
conditions, the bidding processes and the
advancement potentials. These are all items
defined in the collective bargaining agreement
and they are class union *bread and butter
issues.0 The wonder is that the contractor
didn't get into a lot trouble.

b. The union position for maiy years has that
the. companies ought to provide general grading
training as a matter of employee right wider the
collective bargaining agreement. The union
knows the employers have little interest in any-
thing but the,most cost-;effective'training. They
also know that preserving _the e-seniority principle
requires that the most senior wore; and minority
group men receive basic education and English-as-
a-secend language training. Both groups also
need a good deal of counseling and encouragement
in order to take advantage of the advancement
Opportunities. Many in the union saw the training
contractor as a'neutral party whose behavior they
could share in controlling and thereby be more
assured that the principles of seniority and
training es a ,negotiated benefit would be pro
tected from the companies' drive for cost-
effectiveness and their indifference to the
seniority principle. The contractor therefore
had the diffipult role of monitor and almost
mediator between the two powerful parties.
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An interesting related point is that one of
the union officials in the final interviews
said that the evaluation requireMents attached
to the Department-of Labor funds were impor-
tant benefits of participation in the pilot
project since evaluation tended to 'keep
everyone honest.'

C. The canning industry -had almost no history of
.organized training before the pilot project,
and it is the opinion of many that the training
could not have been developed on a uniform_
industry-wide basis without an outside training
contractor. But there are those who disagree,
including one of;the company officials'inter-
viewed in the last round. He thought that the
training could have been done all along by the
plants themselves under some uniform guide-
lines.

In part, the sharp differences of opinion about
the need for an outside contractor stem from
the fact that the'industry is not uniform in
its structure. There are five large companies,
some multi rational and a large number of small
companies, many of which are local in nature.
The variation among the companies in size and
composition tends to produce quite different
industrial relations and personnel practices.
For example, one of the large companies almost
immediately recruited the training contractor
to help develop supervisory training using the
company's own funds. That company also quickly
began to develop its own internal training
capability because it wanted to do more Job
Proficiency Training than could be supported out
of its share of the joint project. Few other
companies followed these leads.

The complexity from the industry side is matched
from the union side; there are 13 union locals
among the 76 Northern California canning plants.
Each local has somewhat unique organizational
and political characteristics, thereby posing
varied problems of diplomacy for the contractor
from community to community.

served as a ca a n deve_O n_
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companies and the union agreed, that the main,ESL
effort should be shifted to the, public schools.
In response to this decision the contractor made
its special cannery related ESL text available to
the public schools. The contractor also ran
workshops for approximately 50 teachers from three
different school systems to train them to use the
industrial language skill teaching rhethod. Three
diricts instituted ESL training for cannery
workers.

a sis: The Role of Tralnino in Affir ative Action _Adjustments

The cannery training program successfully demonstrated that
seasonal lay-off time could be used effectively for training. It
also had substantial impact on the final conciliation agreement
between EEOC and the canning cOmpaniell and union. But a nagging
question remains4 What role in the affirmative action adjustment
process does training'slay in relationship to other variables?
Stated differently, if one wants to improve employment opportuni-
ties for women and minority group men in an internal labor market
setting, what are the range of things which need to be done and
to what degree can one rely on training as a solution? The
cannery prolect doesn't clearly answer these questions, but it
does offer a basis for some useful, informed speculation. The
first step is to identify the constraining factors encountered
in the project which limit the rate of advancement, These were:

1. Constraints in the collective bargaining agreement;

2. Informal hiring and advancement practices by
supervisors and negative supervisory attitudes
expectations;

Lack of information about the collective bargaining
agreement and the hiring and advancement procedures;

Cultural norms and attitudes against the advance-
ment of women held by the women themselves;

5. Financial disincentives to advancement posed by the
loss of Unemployment Insurance benefits;

6. Economic limitations on job opportunities such as a
low rate of growth in jobs or low turnover rates; and

7. Lack of require- job skills by the women and minority
men.
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The COI IOCti ye B rgaining y e n Constraints

The collective bargaining agreement can be an absolute barrier
to adjustment.' When the canning industry had two entirely ,separate
clusters of jobsi, one labeled men's and the other women's, no
adjustment on behalf of women was possible at all. Adjustment

7 became possible when the job categories were integrated, but four
other aspects of the collective bargaining Agreement stood as
substantial barriers to the advancement of women*

1. The classification of workers into "regulars" and
"seasonals" with regular status attaching perma-
nently after one first worked 1400 hours in et
given year;

2. The incumbency rule which, although not tech-
nically part of the agreement,' gave all workers
return rights to their prior seasons' jobs regard-
less of their relative seniority; .

Open entry into any Of the high bracket jobs; and

The requirement that workers be qualified for the
jobs.

formal Hiring Practices----

For most of the history of the canneries, hiring and advance-
ment were informal processes decided by line supervisors. The
bidding system first was instituted in 19.70 but many informal
practices persisted thereafter. Many supervisors did not want
women workers and the existence of informal hiring channels gave
them an opportunity to limit hiring and advancement.

Lack of Information

The trainees had an intense desire to learn many basic facts
about plant jobs and governing rules.' The lack of information-was
clearly a major impediment.

He

There were strongly held judgments about the limited role of
women especially among the Mexican-American and Chinese-American
women. These attitudes were strongly held, and for many of the
older women, very resistant to change.
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Financial Disincentives

The Unemployment Insurance system was a great attraction to
many of the women encouraging them not to seek year round work.
Moving to a slightly better job carried with it a substantial
tax cost in the form of lost Unemployment Insurance.

Economic Conditions
fi

In the section of Chapter III called Anal is of Variations
Between Plants in Job Trial Rates we reported at-an analysis
of-edonomic-factOrs,- Such as turnover rates and the growth in
jobs, did not explain a significant proportion of the variation
in bidding or job trial rates. Although not statistically
significant because of the small sample size, the suggestion was
that these'factbrs accounted for about 30 per cent of-the varia-

tion in job trial rates. It is Useful to assume that this is
a reasonable estimate as it suggests that the economic conditions
are important, but they leave a great portion (70 per cent) of the
variation unexplained.

tack A Skills

We list this factor last because initially it was not the
major issue--lack of information and restrictive attitudes were
much more important at the beginning. Skill training gradUally
emerged as a key issue as the other factors were eliminated and
it will become a major obstacle as women approach the high
bracket and mechanic jobs.

What role then does training play in solving the problem? In
our judgment there are three qategories of aptcion which can be
taken and we rank them in the following order of importance in

making the affirmative action adjustment.

1. Change the collective bargaining agreement;

2. Implement an affirmative policy down to the
supervisor level; and

. Provide training directed
attitudes and job skills.
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The Collective Bargaining A scent

The 1973 Collective Bargaining Agreement made a step forward
in opening opportunities when it merged the regular and seasonal
seniority lists, although it had a grandfather clause protecting
those who had already made regular, no matter how little total
seniority they had. The, 1973 agreement also began to limit the
entry possibilities into high bracket-jobs from outside the work
force.

The conciliation agreement struck at the heart of the collec
tive bargaining agreement by instituting the concept of "plant
seniority," thus eliminating the grandfather clause. It also
expressly forbade use of the incumbency rule if there was a
qualified person with higher seniority available in the work force.
It established a ?bur step search process which must be followed
before a person, other than a woman or Minority, can be-hired
from the_outsideLfor a high bracket or mechanic job. Finally, it
established that women and minority group men who complete the
training- are fully qualified and can directly claim a job for
which they have the requisite plant seniority, regardleis of whether
there is a vacancy in the position. As a. general rule, the
conciliation acreement has prior status in all matters over the
collective bargaining agreement.

Affirmative Action Policy

With any flexibility in the collective bargaining agreement,
much can be done if a plant or company desires to do it. Folk
wisdom states the proposition as, If there's a will, there's a
way."

we were reminded when considering the policy variable of
the response we got in one of the early plant personnel officer
interviews. We started the interview by asking about manpower
and affirmative action problems. The personnel officer said that
he did not feel that his plant had very serious problems and he
pulled out a set of pictures of women performing most of the jobs
-currently getting attention under the conciliation agreement.

He said a year or more earlier all of the plant supervisors
had been called in and told by the plant manager that it was now
part of their jobs to find and train women for all of the jobs.
There was a mild protest from the all male supervisors in the form
of a red light being stuck over the personnel officer's door, with
the sign "Frank's Cat House,' but he and the plant managei made
the policy stick and the affirmative action adjustment was pro-
ceeding apace. When we asked him about the training program, he
said that it was "just fine," and he encouraged all of the plant's
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workers to participate, but he wasn't going to wait for it to

solve- his problem.

e companies which pursued supervisory training have also
tended to expedite implementation. An item in the training con-
tractor's 1976-77 planning document illustrated a small set of
other actions which serve to differentiate between companies
which are actively pursuing an affirmative action policy compared
with those which are not. It was noted that in 1974 same plants
suspended the incumbency rule for all Bracket IV jobs, while

others didn't. Some plants allowed a person to take a job trial
for a higher paying job with the guarantee that they could return
to their old job and work shift while dthe s didn't. Some plants
arranged their own plant tours while other didn't.

In summary, our judgment is that the policy variable is very
powerful in determining the rate of affirmative action. It
translates into a series of actions which are feasible within the
constraints provided by the collective bargaining agreement. Our

judgment is that a great deal of the variation in bidding and- -

job trial rates reported in Chapter III can be found in the diffeF-
enCes between the plants in the degree to which each implemented
a clear affirmative action policy.

Training

Judge Orrick in his opinion approving the conciliation agree-
ment said the training would be used to 'facilitate women and
minority advancement in high bracket jobs.' Our sense is that
the statement places training in reaaonable perspective. If the

lather conditions are favorable, then training can have a powerful
impact on advancement. It may turn out that for some jobs, and
especially for the more senior women, ,training may be an essential

activity. One of the industry officials we interviewed said that
several other industries were having difficulty implementing
affirmative action goals in the mechanic jobs. That may x0.1'
become the occupation where training and its limits will be given
the greatest test.

Folic Implications

The most obvious question raised by the project is: Should
it be public policy to support the development of training programs
in affirmative action settlements? The subsidiary questions are:
To what degree and under what conditions should EEOC accept
training programa as important, integral parts of affirmative
action settlements? To what degree and under what conditions
should the federal government provide seed money to help firms
start the process 61 implementing affirmative action plans which
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require training, or which would be materially improved if training
we're Available?

r
The cannery layoff time training program demonstrated that

the federal government could serve as a catalyst to develop a
training capability. It also demonstrated that much had to be
learned about the operation of the cannery internal labor market
before the right interventions by the industry itself could
achieve the affirmative action goals.

Answering the policy questions requires that we conside! what
would have happened in the ultimate affirmative action adjustment
if there had been no intervention by the Department, of Labor in
the form of the offer of pilot project funds. We think that the
EEOC settlement and its implementation would have unfolded about
as follows:

1. There probably would have been some form of organized
training for mechanical although there was much
opposition to training of almost any kind. The
industry and union would have 4rgued that their
prior on-the-job training prograMln the collective
bargaining agreement had not been satisfactory even
without complicating the problem by injecting the
requirement-that women be advanced to 20 per cent
of these positions.

2. The industry and union would have believed that
some form of training was needed to help women ad-
vance to the high bracket jobs, but they would have
been greatly handicapped in making a coherent
argument. There would probably not have been
training provisions in the conciliation agreement
for high bracket equipment operator jobs in light
of the intervenors objections. Each company and
plant would have had to take its own steps to
implement the affirmative action goals.

No provision would have been made for a training
program like the Advancement Related Counseling,
although there would be requirements that informa-
tion and counseling be provided to help the women
take advantage of the advancement opportunities.
Many people would have realized that the affirmative
action changes implied great change in the attitudes
the women have about their work roles and the know-
ledge they have about the industry labor market,
but these realizations would have been based on
vague,awarenesses. Unless there was data available
from other industries' experiences, it would have



been hard to articulate and specify the need.
The information and cOunseling would have been
implemented on a plant by plant basis without
a uniform industry-wide program and in an uneven
and confused way

The predictable consequences would 'have been that the
industry as a whole would have proceeded to implement a mechanic
skills training program, possibly retaining a training consultant
to help sign. There would be two or three years

of and error earn g, much as there is liable to be in
part of the vein now. Each plant or company would

hav acted on its own train for high bracket jobs and they
d also have sought individually to cope with the women's

eneral leek of knowledge about the cannery labor market and
bitions about advancing.

The experience with the cannery training project suggests
the following hypotheses about the final affirmative action
results:

1. Results would have bean, gained much more slowly.
The plants and the companies, largely on an
individual basis, would have run, into the barriers
posed by the women's prior limited
They would have had to sort through these problems,
developing small courses or presentations, and
activities of their own to compensate for these
problems.

There would have been wider disparities in the
rate of progress from plant to plant and company
to company. Even with an industry-wide training
program there were substantial variations from
plant to plant and these would likely be even more
exaggerated.

The total affirmative action impact would be lower.
This total effect would derive from the first two

results.

The public policy questions then end up asking: Will the
total benefit to society as a whole and to minorities and women,
or to other discriminated parties, be sufficiently greater to
justify the cost for the government to play on a broader scale
the catalyst role it played in the canning industry. Would it
pay for the government to provide seed _money to industries to
help them develop a precise understanding of the adjstment
problems and strategies needed in their labor markets, and to
stimulate development of training where it appears to be an
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appropriate strategy? The cannery experience was one clear case
iof government action in thi catalyst role producing quite

substantial additional bene its. Quite possibly many more such
opportunities could be found if eLOC as a matter of practice
investigated training as a possible tool to use with others in
an approach designed to stop discrimination and get a rapid
reversal in its past effects on the job status of present employees.
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APPENDIX A

METHODOLOGY FOR INCOME ANALYSIS
OF FIRST YEAR TRAINEES

pulpling procedupl.,

A sampling procedure was designed that selected 200 individuals

from the 292 trainees who completed the JAT III program. Those
dropping out of the program prior to completion, numbering 116,
ware excluded from this analysis,

The sample was designed to be proportionate to the percentage
distribution of the total training populationi, that completed

training, among the three LOTT components--English-as-a-Second
Language (ESL), Basic Education (BE), and Advancement Related
Counseling (ARC). This percentage distribution was as follows

33% in ESL, 22% in BE and 45% in ARC, The sample, therefore, was
comprised of 66 trainees from ESL, 44 from BE and 90 from ARa.
In selecting this sample, the sex and race of participants in the
program was taken into account for each training component.
Following is a table. showing the actual distribution for the

total training population and the corresponding one for the sample.

2. Selection of Control' Grou Income

During September, candidates for the control group were

selected using plant seniority lists to match each member of the
experimental group with a cannery worker who had not enrolled in

the program, The selection criteria consisted of matching by sex
ethnicity, cannery plant employer, and seniority level, and for
Spanish or Chinese surnamed control group candidates, facility

with the English language. Faced with a short deadline for

obtaining the pre-training earnings data from the California
Unemployment Compensation records we did not attempt to screen
the Chinese or Spanish surnamed for English fluency, but rather
selected three possible control members for each experimental
group member with a Spanish or Chinese surname, This afforded

the Center with income data on all possible matches and also

allowed for later identification of English facility through

telephone interviews.

3. ecti- of Income Data on Ex }erirnental and Contr Grou

Income for the four quarters of 1972 was obtained for all
members of the experimental and control groups. Earnings by employer
are annotated on the wage and claim abstract which permitted Sepa-
rating cannery income from all other sources of income. The income
data was qbtained from the Employment Data and Research division of
the Califtornia State Employment Development Department via completion
of an information request card for each member of the experimental
and control groups.



JAT Population

Male

JATSample
Percentage
Distribution

__-_

Male Female Total Female Total Male Female Total

ESL Mex Am 13 56 69 9 39 48 13% 58% 71%

Chin Am 26 26 18 8 27% 27%

Other 2 2 0 0 2% 2%

Total 13 84 97 9 57 66 134 87% 100%

BE Mex Am 3 33 36 2 23 25 5% 52% 57%

Chin Am 0 5 5 0 4 4 8% 8%

Other 4 18 22 2 13 15 6% 29% 35%

Total 7 56 63 4 40 44 1% 89% 100%

ARC Mex An 22 22 15 1 17% 17%

Other 107 110 2 73 75 2% 81% 83%

Total 129 132 2 88 90 2% 98% 100%

Tar L Mex Am 16 111 127 11 77 88 5%

Chin Am 0 32 32 0 22 22 11%

Other 7 126 133 4 86 90 43% 46%

Total 23 269 292 15 185 200 8% 92% 00%

*Additional candidates for the sample categories training components by
sex and race) were drawn to accommodate any future contingencies arising
from departure from industry and therefore no cannery income during the

evaluation period.
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DIX B

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR TIDE `ANALYSIS OF
VARIATIONS IN BIDDING AND JOB TRIAL RATES

Definitions of Variables

Dependent Variables

1. JPT Trainees Who Bid and Got
Job Trial

2. 5 ESL -ARC Trainees Who Bid
Got Job Trial

Total Trainees (ESL-ARC-JPT)
Who. Bid and Got Job Trial-

JPT-Who-PaseedJob Trial

% ESL-ARC Trainees Who Passed
Job Trial

Total Trainees Who Passed
Job Trial

Independent- Variables

1. Turnover Between '74-'75
Top 25% of Seniority List

ng

2. Same as above for Top 50%

Same as

JPT Trainees _AV n d Job T
_a n

ESL,-ARC Trainee- twin Job Trial
1-61.-A 1C-Trainees Who7B (-

Total Trainees _Ravin Job Trial
Total 'trainees Who B d-

JPT Trainees Passing Job Trials
,T6tAI-MIT fraineit

ESL-ARC Trainees Passing Job-Trial
Tbtar-E-§L-AIT Traineal

Total Trainees Passing Job Trials
Tatar Traineei

Place of last person in top 25%
on 1974 seniority list minus

lac_e of same person_on 1 75_ -moist

o. in -tom --2S% in-1914

Seniority List.

above for Top 75% of Seniority List.

Net Growth or Decline in the
Work Force (5)

5. Turnover Between '74-'75
Among Regulars (I)

6. Net Growth or Decline
Regulars (%)
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No. in 1975-No. in 1974
NE7-Tri

No. of '74 Regulars-

p//41444T4 FIQL:2aiMa
o egU ars

g'
No. of '75 Regulars-

, No, of '74 Regulars
RO-.-61-1971 Regulars



7. Turnover Between '74-75
Among Seasonals in First
Quartile of Seniority List (%)

Same as (7) above for Scasona

9. Same as (7) above for 6ea ona

10, Relative Seniority of .7 PT
Trainees

11. Same Calculation of
Trainees.

Seniority Positions Last
on in Quartile Advanced

Between '74-'75
No. of-Seasbnals in Top 75t
in 1974

in Second Quartile of Seniority

s in Third Quartile.

Average Seniority of T nees
AVetage Seniority-of
with 3 of More --Years of Snior ty

a 've Seniority as WI) above forESL-

12. Same Calculation of Rela
Trainees.

13. Proportion o
Are Male (%)

14. Perceived Cony
Toward Biddin

ve Seniority as (10) abOve for TO a

New Regulars Who = New' Male Regulars
Rew- Pe4ulai

Attitude Average of Scalar Measures. from
1 (high) to 4 (low) assigned by
JPT trainees during interview



Table A Regression Resul

Maximum F Value

7114 at _i:

Estimator*Variable Variable Coefficient* Determination
or

*

of
Mean of Multiple Maximum (ndne signi- Standdrd

Dependent Dependent Correlation Coefficient of ficant

1. I JPT
aid and

r2

Job Trial 49.7% .485 .235 1.733 25.3

ESL-
ARC Bid
And Job
Trial 52.2% .555 .308 2.568 29.2

3. Total
Bid and
Job Trial 53.7% .268 .072 1.002 1

4. % JPT Who
Passed Job
Trial 35.0% .553 .306 2.402 22.1

S. 1 ESL-ARC
Trainees Who
Passed Job
Trial 30.1% .510 .260 2.600 19.1

6. % Total
Trainees Who
Passed Job
:Trial 34.7% .458 .210 2.121 15.6

*Adjusted for degrees of freedom.
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_Piero inforumation

For mate information on this and other 'programs of research and pment funded by the Employ-.

meat and Traniing Administration, contact the Employment and I Administration, U.S. Depart-
ment of labor, Washington, D.C. 20213, or any of the Regional Administrators for Employment and Train-

dresses are listed below.

Loaation

ohn F. Kennedy Bldg.
on. Mass. 02203

191'5 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10036

P.O. Box 8796
Philadelphia, Pa. 19101

1371 Peachtree Street, NE.
Atlanta, Ga. 30309

30 South Dearborn Street
Chicago, 111. 60604

4
91 I Walnut Street
Kansas Co., Mo. 64106

Gnifin Square Bldg,
Dallas. Tex. '5202

1961 Stout Street
Denver. Colo

Gttkien Avenue

San I ranost.o, ht 04 I o2

1 first Avenue
le, Wash. x1-4

- Connecticut
Maine.
Massachusetts

New JerseY
New York
Canal Zone

New Ham
Rhode Island
Vemant,

Puerto Rico
Virgin Islands

Delaware Virginia

Maryland West Virginia

Pennsylvania District of Columbia

Alabama Mississippi

Florida North Carolina
Georgia South Carolina

Kentucky Tennessee

Illinois Minnesota

Indiana ' Ohio
Michigan Wisconsin

Iowa Missouri

Kansas Nebraska

Arkansas Oklah oma

Louisiana Texas

New Mexico

Colorado South Dakota
Montana Utah

North Dakota Wyoming

Artiona American Samoa.

California Guam

Hawaii Trust Territory
Nevada

Alaska Oregon

Idaho Washington


